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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Citizens Monitoring Group produced this report. CMG comprises citizens who are deeply
concerned about the cycle of violence in Plateau State and the implications for Nigeria. We are
committed to promoting peaceful coexistence founded on the principles of truth, justice,
democratic rule of law and good governance. The last bout of violence that erupted in parts of
Jos was the culmination of numerous rumours of impending attacks on the city. The need to
produce this report arose due to the widespread confusion over the following questions: What
precipitated the crisis? What happened during it? Why has Plateau state, renowned as the
Home of Peace and Tourism become a hotbed of ethno-religious violence? Confusion around
these questions derives from the use of extensive propaganda machinery employed to transmit
partial information and outright falsifications to local and international media.
Consequently, this report supplies first-hand accounts of people who suffered the loss of life,
homes, worship centres and livelihoods during the last crisis. The eyewitness and survivor
accounts presented below are a snapshot of events that occurred in Jos metropolis and
environs between 17th-21st January 2010. They represent a mere tip of the iceberg in terms of
the intensity of the brutality and the scale of wanton destruction unleashed on Christians under
the flimsy pretext of a building project. These accounts provide ample proof that the Jos 2010
crisis was not a spur-of-the-moment outbreak over a political cause. Rather, the evidence
shows a calculated, networked strategy involving plotters from within and outside Plateau
state, who galvanised ethno-religious sentiments and employed a diversionary tactic as a
smokescreen to expel residents violently from district areas for territorial gains.
The report first situates the January 2010 crisis in a brief historical context and highlights root
causes and commonalities of various crises. It also raises pertinent issues and concerns that call
for sincerity of purpose and a holistic approach to guarantee lasting peace. Some of the
concerns raised relate to: the non-implementation of previous Investigation Panel
recommendations; the prevalence of highly sophisticated weaponry during the last bout of
violence; the preponderance of ‘fake soldiers’; the blatantly sectarian role of the army under
the command of the GOC, 3rd Armoured Division; the forceful eviction from their homes and
arrest of young men (scapegoats?) whisked off to Abuja for trial; the abuse/misuse of the
media, and the victimization and harassment of credible public office holders, among others.
Recommendations include: the immediate release and implementation of White Papers from
the Justice Fiberisma (1994) and Justice Nikki Tobi Commissions (2002); the urgent equipping
and deployment of an inter-agency anti-terrorism squad in various parts of Northern Nigeria,
the establishment of an early warning system to forestall violent conflict, and a scrupulous and
impartial judicial process to prosecute those who incited, perpetuated and resourced crises in
Plateau State.
3
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th

On the morning of Sunday January 17 , 2010, Jos – the Plateau State
capital - plunged headlong into another bout of ethno-religious crises,
which have been plaguing the state for nearly a decade. The cycle of
large-scale ethno-religious violence began in 2001. Jos has been a
hotbed and the Jos North Local Government Council a flash point of
these crises. Ever since the last November 2008 crisis, the residents of
Jos have been living under a cloud of rumours of an impending attack on
Christians. The question on the minds of residents was not if but when
the next attack would take place. Brutal killings, destruction of private
and public properties, and reprisal attacks characterise all these crises.
The basis for the outbreak of violence is multi-dimensional. There are
recurring elements:

4

What is the central
intellectual heresy in every
faith that values death over
life and allows otherwise
decent people to turn into
salivating storming killers in
the name of religion or God?
Bill Clinton – in A Global Summit
with President Clinton: In God’s
Name, CNN, October 23rd and
24th 2006

three critical and

1. The religious element which is the soul and the spirit that gives impetus to the perennial
crises
2. The ethnic element, which provides the justification for senseless killings and, along
with religion, a platform for spurious political claims
3. The political element which is the rallying point for ethno-religious identity under the
guise of a collective power struggle
The emergence and sustenance of the above is cause for real concern unless men and women
of conscience act. The Citizens’ Monitoring Group (CMG) is a group of citizens who are deeply
concerned about the cycle of violence that has engulfed Plateau State in recent times, and has
produced this report out of such deep concern. The CMG does not support the killing of human
beings or the destruction of properties; neither does it support reprisals or revenge killings
under any guise: whether religious, ethnic or political. The CMG envisions a peaceful society
characterised by truth and justice for all in which grievances are resolved through non-violent
means to promote religious harmony, tolerance, democracy, good governance and the rule of
law.
The Citizens Monitoring Group produced the report towards the realization of this vision. The
report presents primary eyewitness/survivors’ accounts of the recent Jos crisis which erupted
at Nasarawa Gwom near Dutse Uku in Jos, the state capital, on the morning of Sunday, 17
January 2010. It brings together facts from people who were at the original scene of conflict or
who suffered in the ensuing eruption of violence. It is not an academic treatise of the conflict
but highlights crucial issues and concerns for durable peace in Plateau State based on live
testimonies and reports. The information and materials used in this report were sourced
4
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primarily through face-to-face interviews with victims and survivors of the crisis, and/or their
relatives/friends. Some people in the immediate vicinity of the outbreak of the conflict in Jos
Jarawa area of Fraka district, near Dutse Uku, in Jos also took part in interviews.1 These
included: the village head, local residents who, were wounded in the fracas, a resident
passerby, and a Muslim worker on the building site around where the fighting reportedly broke
out. The pastor of the Evangelical Church of West Africa (ECWA) church that was burnt down
was also interviewed. He relayed details of the attack in a telephone interview and in a written
report documenting events. Both the building and Church site were also visited. Other data
came from secondary sources in the form of articles and reports.
This report seeks to intimate concerned members of the public about the sequence of events
surrounding the carnage and mayhem that was unleashed in Jos and Bukuru between 17th and
21st January 2010. It describes the horrors helpless citizens underwent while in their homes,
offices, shops, fleeing for dear life or defending themselves in the face of brutal attacks. This
write-up also aims to shed more light on the account ascribed to Kabiru Mohammed whose rebuilding project instigated the conflict. His story as recounted by one Shamsuddeen is posted
on the COMPASS website.2 Furthermore, it presents eyewitness accounts of happenings at Kuru
Jentar and other surrounding villages where Muslim residents suffered reprisal attacks due to
the killing of indigenes in Jos and Bukuru. It aims to set the records straight in view of media
misrepresentations that portrayed the aggressor as the aggrieved and vice versa.
The basis for this effort is to ensure that individuals, government and non-government
agencies, information managers and concerned stakeholders at various levels are furnished
with sufficient data to enable them arrive at an informed opinion about the nature of the Jos
crisis, its causes and potential solutions. When facts are not presented in their entirety, and
when those who witnessed events do not speak out in honesty and integrity deception rises
and the perpetrators of heinous crimes against humanity are left free to repeat their misdeeds
with impunity. In order for justice to be done on behalf of the innocent victims of the crisis who
lost lives, loved ones, income and property, it is vital that no stone is left unturned in ensuring a
systematic and objective investigation of events.

A. Historical Antecedents
Before the outbreak of violence on 17th January, Jos city had been under an uneasy calm owing
to intermittent rumours of planned attacks on Jos residents by the Hausas who happen to be

1

The area is a densely populated area that had been severely affected by the September 2001 and November
2008 ethno-religious crisis during which the houses of several Christian indigenes in the main, and non-indigenes
also mostly Christians, had been burned down in a systematic ethnic cleansing aimed at ridding the entire
neighbourhood of its residents. None of these destroyed homes had been rebuilt.

2

http://234next.com/csp/cms/sites/Next/Home/5513294-146/jos_crisis_reignites_again__.csp
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Muslims.3 The rumours originated from two previous unprovoked acts of aggression: 1.) On 26th
December, 2009 unsuspecting Christians were stabbed at Duala Junction, Jos (PCFMS, 2010
“2010 January Jos Crisis: The Untold Story”). As a result, the Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria
(PFN) held a press conference forewarning of imminent attacks 2.) On 11th January 2010, in
Babban Layi qtrs. Nasarawa Gwom at 7.45 pm Muslim youth stabbed David Hong and Babalola
(Christians). In a broader sense, the climate of underlying fear and tension derived from the
spate of periodic outbursts of ethno-religious violence in various parts of Plateau State since
1994. Consequently, newspaper columnist Seriki Adinoyi, aptly remarked that the previously
serene state, dubbed ‘the home of peace and terrorism’, renowned for its hospitable and
accommodating indigenous peoples and pleasant climate, has ‘lost its innocence’ (ThisDay
23/01/10).
The immediate hotbed of contention is Jos North Local Government Area, one of the 17 in
Plateau State, where the Hausas contest ownership and political control with the Berom,
Afizeres and Anagutas. The latter three are aboriginal to Jos and referred to as indigenes in the
local nomenclature.4 The Hausas, like the Urhobos, Yorubas and Igbos, migrated in large
numbers into Jos from the inception of British colonial rule due to tin mining and trading
activities. ‘Settlership’ is a problematic concept that is entrenched in the Nigerian body politic
and has a nationwide application. It qualifies citizenship and makes a distinction at the state
and local government levels about who is originally from an area of Nigeria and who is not.
Moreover, the Hausas are not the only so-called ‘settlers’ in Jos North, or indeed in Plateau
state. They share this status with the Urhobo, Yoruba, Igala, and Igbo among others – all of
whom have a long-standing history as illustrious and industrious residents of the state and who
have stayed in the city long enough to make claims similar to those of the Hausa. In fact, certain
accounts assert that the Urhobos were earlier non-indigenes to arrive in Jos than the Hausa
(Plotnicov Leonard, 1967 Strangers to the City: Urban Man in Jos, University of Pittsburg Press).
The Hausas contestation over Jos North is rooted in a number of dubious claims 1. That they
founded Jos and nurtured it into a modern city. 2. That they traditionally ruled over the city and
had produced 14 Hausa Chiefs before the colonial regime robbed them of that right and
appointed a Gbong Gwom Jos from one of the indigenous ethnic groups, the Berom, in 1947.
3. That a need to reclaim this lost glory was inevitable and compelling. 4. That Jos North LGA
was created at their instance to serve the needs of their population but they have been denied
the right to lead the local government. (Best, 2007 Conflict and Peace Building in Plateau State).

3

There is a sizeable Muslim population among the Yoruba ethnic group and some Plateau indigenes are of the
Muslim faith.
4
For instance TFDC Policy Briefing states (Issue 3, 2009:2), “Whereas the Christians (read Igbos) in Kano do not
contest the political space, they control a huge percentage of the commercial economy of Kano. This does not sit
well with the Hausa-Fulani indigenes who consider the Christians as a non-indigenous ethnic group of settlers...”
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Thus, in 1990, the Hausa community in Jos made use of the presence of Hausa officers in the
Nigerian Army to achieve the creation of Jos North Local Government Area to actualise their
dream of having a homeland in Jos and achieve other broad political objectives. The boundaries
of the new LGA were suspicious and made it obvious that it was aimed at granting the Hausa
exclusive control over political affairs in the LGA, to the detriment of the original landowners,
the indigenes. The military also imposed a Hausa LGA Chairman. The fact that the process was
less than transparent and the indigenes were not carried along left them disaffected.
Contestation along these sharp lines, which coincided with religious lines because the Hausa
are mainly Muslims and most indigenes are Christians, introduced the critical element of
religion to the conflict.
Historical accounts dispute the claims of the Hausa to ownership of Jos and uphold the identity
of the Berom, Afizeres and Anagutas as the original indigenous people groups. For instance, the
reports of key Judicial Commissions of inquiry like the Justice Fiberisima (1994) and Justice Nikki
Tobi Commission (2002) uphold the claims of the indigenes as owners of Jos. Yet the Hausa are
unrelenting in their campaign to rule Jos exclusively, and by all means. This fierce persistence of
the Hausa to exclusive ownership is responsible for many of the outbursts in Jos.
The struggle for political control of Jos North has taken the form of mobilizing ethnic identity
and whipping up religious sentiments for sectarian political and economic interests rather than
a shared agenda. The history of resultant violence in the city of Jos is presented below:
 Violence was introduced into the politics of Jos by a Hausa-dominated military agenda
that unleashed a campaign of terror in April 1994 to protest reluctance by the indigenes
to accept the imposition of a Hausa/Muslim settler as Chairman of the Jos North LGA. In
fact, the 2002 Nikki Tobi Commission established that the imposed Chairman was not an
indigene of Plateau State but of Borno, and had fraudulently acquired an Indigene
certificate.
 In 2001, a similar attempt by the Federal Government of Nigeria to name a Hausa
Muslim as Chair of the National Poverty Eradication Programme in Jos was resisted by
indigenous youth who reasoned that the position should go to the indigenes. This
resulted in bloody confrontation lasting four days in which over 1000 persons were
killed and numerous public and private properties were destroyed. Several churches
were burnt down and Christian residents of Goto Lotmejei (Angwan Rogo), a district
densely populated by Muslims, were slaughtered and those who escaped were
permanently driven out of the area. Key landmarks of the state like the Jos Main Market
were destroyed. In addition, aggrieved Hausa Muslims staged guerrilla attacks on
villages in the state by hiring mercenaries.

7
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 In 2002, an attempted party congress of the ruling Peoples’ Democratic Party was
infiltrated by tens of thousands of hired Hausa Muslim thugs, resulting in a bloody
confrontation that left many dead and property wantonly destroyed along religious fault
lines.
 In September 2004, another crisis broke out which eventually led to the declaration of a
state of emergency. The trigger in this instance was when Christians were worshipping
in a Church in Wase and were attacked by Muslims.
 In November 2008, local government elections were peacefully held throughout the 17
local government areas of the state, but violence broke out in Jos North when Hausa
Muslim youth began to protest the impending victory of a Berom candidate. The
protests turned bloody as churches and residents were attacked in a protest the Hausa
youth claimed was meant to reject the rigging of the local polls by the electoral
agencies. Reprisal attacks from Christian youth expanded the scope of the conflict. The
violence lasted three days and several innocent lives were lost.
 On Sunday 17th January 2010, hoards of Hausa Muslim men working on a building site
unleashed terror on residents in Fraka district of Jarawa then attacked Christians during
worship at ECWA Church Nasarawa, Jos. The details of that attack and its aftermath are
the subject of this write-up.
The consistent use of violence by Hausa Muslims respectively in Jos has turned the city into
a difficult place to live in, and security has been compromised. Since 2001, the Hausa
Muslims have employed a strategy of pushing out Christian populations from the central
areas of Jos North LGA by destroying, re-destroying and counter destroying their homes,
places of worship, businesses etc. The most affected areas include Bauchi Road, Gangare,
Rikkos, Goto Lotmejei (Angwan Rogo), Angwan Rimi, Nasarawa, (Chuwelnyap) Congo
Russia, Dogon Dutse, etc. Indigenes have also created enclaves of their own such that the
residential map of the city is largely polarized along ethno-religious lines. The systematic
expulsion of Christians/indigenes has a singular objective of placing the political leadership
of the Jos North local government back in the hands of the Hausa Muslims, and force and
violence are the chief instruments. Nevertheless, those responsible for instigating and
perpetrating violent conflict have never been exposed or punished. Consequently, indigenes
have resorted to defensive action to stop this consistent use of force and destruction, and
this has been responsible for the losses suffered by the Hausas.
The Hausa Muslims have produced an effective propaganda machine that misinforms the
world that they are hated, killed and sent out from Plateau State. On the contrary, in every
instance of violent outbreaks they have been the initiators. It is also worthy to mention that
8
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Jos is considered as the hotbed and centre of not only northern Nigerian Christianity but
also significant to Nigerian Christendom.

B. Testimonies of Eyewitnesses and Survivors of Jos Crisis 2010
a. How did it all Begin?
Piecing together various testimonies from
eyewitnesses
and
survivors,
the
interviewers were able to discern the
constellation of events that precipitated
the crisis. The testimonies revealed a more
plausible account of the actual events that
took place, including critical detail that
Kabiru Mohammed (alias Kabiru NEPA,
being an employee of NEPA, now PHCN)
omitted from his story. For instance,
Mallam Kabiru neglected to mention that
View of site where approx. 200 men were working he had brought in hundreds of men to work

on his small plot in Jarawa, Dutse Uku,
without previously notifying the district head of his intentions and without official permission
from JMDB and Ministry of Lands and Survey. While at work the workers uttered derogatory
remarks at indigenous passers-by such as Arna (infidels) thus creating tension in the area. Later
on, a worker got into a quarrel with a local resident, which according to Mallam Danjuma

Member’s motorcycle used to set fire
to the Church

Ruins of ECWA Church, Jarawa

Mohammed – one of the site workers - was resolved. However, the site workers were also
heard making chants of “Allah u Akbar” (God is great), which further increased the tension and
9
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eventually a brawl erupted along the street. Subsequently, a nearby Sunday worship service
was disrupted as their church was attacked and later burnt. Eyewitnesses residing in the vicinity
of the initial outbreak share their experiences:
1. AMINA SALE5, a resident in the area, sheds some light on what happened
Three days before that fateful day, we noticed that one Alhaji near our house brought scores of
men to his compound and some of the neighbours raised questions asking him, “Ah ah, why do
you have so many people in your house like that?” He said he has a building project and he
wants to do decking which takes a lot of workers. So, they actually started work and continued
like that for two days until Sunday then they started mixing the sand right in the middle of the
road so motorists had to divert their cars off the road to pass. They didn’t bother to question it
because they were in a hurry to get to church. But, those walking to church had to jump over the
sand and the builders started insulting them saying, “Shegu arna ai za mu ji maku” (Bastard
infidels, really we are going to deal with you). But, they just continued on because they were
rushing off to church.
Me, and some of my neighbours were going to a dedication ceremony in the church of a
neighbour, a police officer who was to dedicate his child. We also heard the hostile language
from the builders when passing the sand but ignored them and continued on our way. Later,
after the trouble started, someone came to call us in church that there is trouble back in the
neighbourhood o. When we got back, we were surprised to see many men in army uniform and
wondered when the fight started that soldiers had already been alerted and arrived? Our
neighbours who were there when it happened explained to us that one young man was going to
church and he jumped over the sand. The builders accosted him and asked him why he should
jump over their sand. He replied that why should he not jump over it when they put it in the
middle of the road. They started reigning abuses and stones on him and he too picked stones
and threw back. The next thing some of the builders went into the Alhaji’s building emerged
with weapons, including guns chanting, “Allah u Akbar” and some were shouting, “Jihad”. First,
they attacked the young man, later on, a nearby ECWA Church was attacked, and that’s how
the whole thing started.
So, the thing looks like they were there just waiting for something to trigger a fight not really for
the building.

5

Real name withheld for protection. Two other names in this document are pseudonyms.
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2. TANKO SALEH a Miango man from Bassa LGA of Plateau State
I am an Estate Agent for both Christians and
Muslims. I often enter Rikkos, Gangare and
Angwan Rogo. I was at Angwan Rogo about
three months ago when I met up with a
Buzu6 man. He told me that his people
would fight Christians. They are planning to
attack on Sunday and he therefore warned
me to stop entering Muslim populated
communities on Sundays because it is the
day of their future attack. But, I really didn’t
pay any attention to his statement. My wife
worships with ECWA Church, Rikkos and she
is the choir mistress. On Sunday 17th January
2010 at about 5:00 a.m, my wife cautioned
me in strong terms on coming home very late and she spoke so bitterly that I had to restrain
myself in reacting to her. I then responded to her, after remembering what the Buzu man said
that, “One day Hausas will kill you people in the church, and know that you are not my wife
when you die.”
It was at 10:00 a.m the same Sunday I was going out with my friend Arin then I saw hundreds of
Muslim men working at the house of Mallam Kabiru. They were just mixing it but not pouring it
on the lintel, till date nothing was poured on it. Rather they were picking empty bowls as if they
were carrying concrete meanwhile they were busy doing nothing. Then I saw Mrs Yousi, a
member of COCIN Church was passing by the building site, which is a shortcut to COCIN Church
Jos-Jarawa. When she saw the crowd of the Muslims she was frightened but, together with my
friend Arin, I asked her to not to be afraid but go ahead and pass. They were many mixing
concrete but not going to pour it on the building. Suddenly, one boy from amongst the Muslims
shouted, “Ba hanya” meaning no road in Hausa. I immediately remembered what the Buzu man
said even though I still insisted that we pass that road with her. I held her hand and dragged her
and we passed through the crowd of the Muslim labourers, which included youths and elders.
After passing we escorted her to the gate of COCIN Church and I advised her after church
service she should not pass this route but use Tina junction to go back home. We came back
through the same route with my friend and he went over to discuss with some of their elders
because he is very popular with the Muslims in our area. While he was talking with them I went
ahead to give them N200 to buy sugar for the labourers because we cannot help them to work.
6

The Buzu are water vendors mainly from Chad or Niger who hawk water in twin metal cans carried on their
shoulders. They are now more frequently referred to as mai ruwa and use plastic containers in manual trucks.
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But, one of they gave me N70 change from the N200 that I gave them. One of their elders told
them this person has given them a kind support of N130.00 and some shouted, “Godiya”
(thanks) while others shouted “Allah u Akbar”.
Afterwards, we went to my house with Arin and ate. On coming back, we heard that somebody
(Reuben) was chased with shovel. Then we saw the elders gathered somewhere because our
elders were not happy about how he was chased. We together with the elders were trying to
calm the situation. Then I saw one of the Muslim elders tuck his clothes inside his trousers, and I
asked him, “Baba why ‘zonzoro’ (tucking in) when we are pleading for peace?” He responded, “If
it comes with trouble why won’t I tuck in.” Then the elder and Mallam Kabiru left immediately.
Suddenly before I realised my friend and I were surrounded by three Muslim youths with white
shovels shouting, “Chaw, chaw Mallam, wanda ya mutu shi ya so” meaning, “Mister, too talk
much. Anyone who dies he is the cause.” Then suddenly a bike man was passing and they ran
after him and we ran away into a nearby house. The Muslim boys took the man and his bike
away to the building site where the crowd of men were.
While peeping from the window of where we hid then we saw one woman Mrs. Annah was
stoned and she fell down flat on the ground. We thought she was dead because she was on the
ground for some minutes. Then one of the Muslim boys rushed to hit her with a shovel but one
of their elders the man who tucked in his kaftan stopped the boy saying, “Leave her alone she is
already dead.” Then suddenly they started throwing stones at Christians and the Christians
started stoning back at them too. Then we ran out of the building because the Muslims started
shooting with guns and the Christians had to run because they had no gun to shoot back at
them. The Police came and left, I think because the Muslims’ guns seemed to be more
sophisticated than theirs were. Their guns were highly sophisticated that wherever their bullet
drops it raises dust and throw away anyone around there. They shot one elderly man called
Baba Awari.
The same day in the evening the GOC of Third Amour Division, Major General Saleh Maina,
came to Jos-Jarawa, but the Muslims were still busy shooting and he did not stop them. He just
dropped four soldiers behind. It was very sad and evil when one of the soldiers aimed at the foot
of a boy through a hole of the gate of their house and shot him and presently the boy is still in
hospital. We later came out and I confronted the soldiers asking, “Da Yesu da Mohammadu
daya ne?” meaning ‘Do you think that Jesus Christ and Mohammed were the same?’ And I
asked further, “Where did you hear that Jesus killed people? This made the soldier that shot the
boy feel guilty and came and picked the boy to the hospital.

12
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3. MR. LIKITTA SIMON GAMBAR is from Bogoro LGA of Bauchi State
This is based on what I know of the recent events.
It was on Sunday 17th January 2010 in the
morning at about 9:00am we went to church,
ECWA Church Jos Jarawa, behind St. Michael
Catholic Church for Sunday school. While in the
Sunday school, we heard noise to which I tried to
listen attentively. So I had to go and climb a rock
close to the church to see what was happening
and why the noise. Then I saw a crowd of Muslim
labourers at Mallam Kabiru’s building site that
seems to be decking his house and I went back to
my Sunday school thinking there is no trouble
since they were working and may be singing.
After the Sunday school at 10:00am I dashed home for breakfast before coming for the main
service. As soon as I was done with my breakfast I went back to church. While in the church the
shouting’s of the Muslim we heard earlier during the Sunday school continues and louder with
more of them coming to the building site and in continuous shouting of “Arna! Arna! Yau za mu
kashe arna!”(Infidels! Infidels! Today we are going to kill infidels) and, “Allah u Akbar!”
At about 11:00am while in church, the Reverend just started the sermon and not long after the
Boys’ Brigade standing outside watching the church came in and were giving us signs and one of
them signalled one of the church Elders and told him that there is trouble outside. He then
informed the Reverend. They told us that the Muslim boys were around the church for attack
and said there was trouble. I was the first to come out to look out for the best escape route for
us. I saw they had blocked the main entrance to the church. I then suggested we follow an
escape route behind, through a narrow path. The Reverend immediately prayed the closing
prayer and members escaped successfully from behind but three of us were behind and were
wounded from gunshots of the Muslims who came to attack us. I was shot with a cartridge
bullet on my forehead, which I still have the bullet inside me till date.
Moreover, I am a member of the Police Community Relationship Committee (PCRC) also called
‘Community Vigilantes’ or ‘yan banga’ in Hausa. On my way from the church, I went to find the
Christian PCRC Chairman of Nasarawa, and then luckily I saw him close to the scene of the
building site with some of the elders trying to resolve the trouble. The PCRC Chairman told me
that in his efforts to resolve the trouble at the building site he called the Muslims’ PCRC
Chairman, Suleiman to come. While they were talking with the elders at the building site, the
boys left us there and went and attacked the ECWA Church. While they were attacking the
Church, the both PCRC Chairmen (Christian and Muslim) were around at the building site. In the
13
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group of elders, they came to the point of suggesting that if possible the building should stop
until peace is restored while they also tried to know the root cause of the problem.
However, before the discussion on resolving the problem, some Christians had already sustained
injuries like Mrs. Anna Amah and others. Even while the elders were trying to solve the problem,
Mr. Arum was shot in our presence on his head. When the problem was actually getting out of
hand, our PCRC Chairman called the Police immediately. The Police responded and arrived
immediately to the scene. I hereby insist that the report of the Commissioner Police, Mr. Gregory
Anyanting was right because our area is described as located behind St. Michael’s Catholic
Church and our Church was truly attacked and burnt by the Muslims. The report by the ASP was
that a church was attacked behind St. Michael’s Catholic church. Moreover, the Police arrested
some of the Muslim elders with machetes and knives, and took them away.
On arrival of the Police Force to curb the problem, they saw that the Muslims were highly armed
and then realised that a Church was attacked by the Muslims who were also continuously
shooting at Christians, some sustaining injuries and death casualties. One elderly man, Baba
Bwari, was the first to die from the Muslims’ gunshots.
The Pastor of the ECWA Church attacked in Jarawa, REV. SAMUEL DAJI RIGA, recounts,
“I was still preaching in church that Sunday morning
when one of the members of the church Boys Brigade
rushed in to draw the attention of one of my elders
outside, the elder quickly ran back to inform me of an
impending attack by the Muslims. I immediately cut off
my sermon and closed the service to enable our
members return to their homes or any safe place.
Unfortunately for us, before we could vacate the
church premises, the attackers had arrived with their
weapons. In a bid to escape, some of our members
were injured by gunshots from the assailants. They
later set the church ablaze and utterly destroyed
everything in the church and the motor-bike of a
member...”7
Rev. Samuel Daji Riga at burnt ECWA
church

The mob also looted the church, inscribed, “Islam is 4 peace” on the wall, and went on to
assault other unsuspecting residents in the area burning some of their houses. In a related
incident, Mrs Anna Yakubu Amah, a passerby, was hit in the forehead by stones making her to
fall to the ground, her face covered in blood. Her son, Ajik Yakubu, who tried to help her get up
7

Cited from Stefanos Foundation investigative report Jos Crisis 2010: How it Began pp.4-5.
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was hit by gunshots. Both later received treatment
in a hospital. Fifteen members of the Church had
their houses burnt down.

Inscription on ECWA Church wall

4. MRS. ANNAH AMAH,8 a widow who lives with her children near Alhaji Kabiru’s building site,
was injured as was one of her sons by Hausa Muslim militants.

What really happen was on Sunday 17th
January, 2010 the same man that the trouble
started at his house named Mallam Kabiru. The
house was burnt just like mine in during the
2008 crisis. He brought Muslim men to work for
him at his building site, and even put some of
his things in front of my house. The things for
his building, the sand, concrete and other

Mrs. Anna Amah with injured forehead

things, were deposited in front of my house.
He came with cement for building and some
boys were working for him, mixing the sand.
Then we heard one of the boys shout “Allah u
Akbar”, then all of the boys joined in and they
kept chanting “Allah u Akbar,” singing it. Then
one of my son’s Kaze Amah return from church
at St. Michael Catholic Church and told us that
when he was coming back from church he saw
8

Ajik with face swollen from pallets

This story came from a face-to-face interview but pictures were obtained from Stefanos Foundation
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one boy was chased with shovel but I didn’t give him attention.
One elderly man who is to be my tenant came in the morning. After discussing I left the old man
in front of the rooms he wanted to choose from and he later called me from my room to tell me
that he had made up his mind on which room to pick. He said that I should let him go and get
the money so that I can start working that this will show how committed he is. But, suddenly he
came and told us that the Muslims were looking for trouble. He warned us that the Muslims had
started stirring up trouble and we rushed out. On getting outside with my son Ajik I was stoned
on my groin and I asked, “What is really happening?” Then they caught my son Ajik holding him
but one of his friends came and insisted that they should let him go. Then suddenly I was stoned
on my forehead and I fell down and my son Ajik came to pick me. While trying to pick me he was
shot with cartridge ammunition which sprays its bullets like sand and he is having some of the
bullets in his body on his forehead, jaw, neck, chest and left side. We went to the hospital and
this was observed from an x-ray.
I went and reported the incident at Angwan Rukuba Police Station before going to the hospital
being helped by some good Samaritans and one of them picked me on his motorcycle. He took
me to a clinic at Angwan Rukuba where I was treated and my forehead was stitched. My son
Ajik was taken to BMC Clinic where they dressed his wounds and till date, he is having the
bullets in his body.

b. Further Attacks on the Unsuspecting Residents9
This sub-section of the report contains first-hand accounts of people from different ethnic
groups, religions, occupations and even nationalities in various parts of Jos and environs who
suffered in the violence that ensued from the Sunday 17th incident.
1. LATE JOHN MFON NSIMA, from Akwa Ibom State killed on Sunday 17th January 2010. His
story is recounted by his Bible Study leader Rev. Darlington Elekwa
Here is an abridged version of how my boy, John Mfon Nsima was murdered in cold blood by terrorists at
Gada Bako, Nasarawa Gwom.

The gory story of how our brother John was killed emerged this morning. We have gone round
the Hospitals in search of his remains but to no avail. They were two. One of his colleagues was
taking him home on a motor bike. About 100 Muslim youth waylaid them and wanted them to
recite a verse in the Koran, denounce Christianity and declare for Islam. The rider of the motor
bike did but John refused to follow suit. He maintained the he was a Christian and would die a

9

Some attempts were made to obtain testimonies from Muslims but most they were reluctant to speak. However,
a few are included.
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Christian. Right there they cut him down on the spot with axe and machetes gave the other one
machete cuts and let him go. The surviving colleague of John's who rode the motor bike told us
the story.
John was the breadwinner of his family of five made up of four siblings and an aged mother. His
father, a retired private in the Nigerian army died of stroke in December 28, 2009 and John was
striving to save up sufficient money to convey his late father’s body to Akwa Ibom State for
burial some time towards the last week of February. John's sister shall bring his photograph to
my office today. John was cut beyond recognition with axes and machetes. Now, his old mother
has become so sick, still waiting for her son's return from work while recounting with sobs the
number of gift items from John and all his unfulfilled promises and dreams.
We are obviously proud of our late brother who stood gallantly
and refused to deny Christ even in the face of death. The truth is
that after confirming John's death, I needed someone to get me
a good machine gun and I was ready for a fight to finish! John's
gruesome murder brought back to my memory, how my brother
-in-law, Jona, a PhD student at UNIJOS was killed by his Muslim
landlord's children and his property looted in 2001. But, just this
morning, I suddenly realized that John's killers actually need
help! And that we have something greater than atomic bomb the Word of God!
So, in our Bible class today, we shall be going out to camps
where internally displaced persons are kept with “Riding the death train”, comfort in
suffering and packs of sachet drinking water. No fears, just keep praying for us, that's all our
request. Soldiers on the streets will get water and “Riding the death” train too!
2. REV. HUBERT ABDALLAH, from Chad and pastor in charge of Evangelical Divine Church
resides in Angwan Doki a mainly Hausa populated area of Bukuru in Jos South LGA. His house
was burnt down with houses and shops of Christians. Six churches were burnt in Bukuru.
“On Sunday 17th midnight I heard the sound of Sallah (Muslim call to prayer). I told my wife,
“Something is going on. Why should the Muslims call Sallah by 12 midnight?” We began to
discuss and I heard a knock on the door. I came out and met four (4) men; they asked me, “Are
you the pastor?” And I said, “Yes” and they left me and went away. I stood by the door and
observed a group of Muslims men sharpening knives further down the road and I told my wife to
wake up our six children and quick let us escape for our lives. So, we escaped using a side
passage in the opposite direction. We went to hide ourselves on the opposite side of the road in
an uncompleted building. We even saw police and soldiers patrolling in vehicles but they were
just passing by without stopping anyone. Later on when the morning came, some Christians
17
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came out in groups to stop the Muslims from burning their houses and to defend themselves but
the police and soldiers pushed them back. I told one of the officers, “Look! Can’t you see they
are burning our houses? And he said, “If you don’t keep
quiet I will shoot you.” So, I said, “You Don’t like
Christians,” he replied, “Even me I am a Christian”. I just
kept quiet. I then realized we had a bad situation on our
hands. So, I asked a group of Christians to follow me to
the house of the traditional ruler in Gyel on Tuesday
morning and we reported to him and the chief called the
authorities
and
informed them of
what was going
on. Later other
soldiers
then
Some of the Abdallahs in front of the
came to the area
one room a Good Samaritan gave
them to squat in
but by then the
damage had been done. On Tuesday, some indigenes
attempted to retaliate and burn down some houses on
the Bukuru express road. They did this in hiding, not Rev. Abdallah in front of his house
openly like the Muslims did. The first day we stayed in an uncompleted building but since then
somebody gave us a room in Gyel where we are managing with the whole family.”

3. AGABI DAVID Student (Plateau Polytechnic) from Taraba State resident of Angwan Doki, Bukuru
That day we were all at home because we had been told
the government declared a 24hr curfew. My brother
advised us to go to the nearby Barracks because of the
trouble we heard erupted in Jos. But, we said no because
we felt there would be no problem, especially with the
24hr curfew. Me and my family (father, older and
younger sister) and the people living in our compound
were all sitting outside gisting [chitchatting] with some of
our Muslim neighbours who live along our street; their
women were inside the houses though. After a while, they
all went inside one of the men’s houses; later they came
out and all went to their homes. Then one guy came
along carrying a coke bottle filled with fuel and a small gun. He told all of us to leave because he
wants to put fire on the house. Then I asked him, “Ah ah, why should you tell us to leave the
18
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house? Is it not our home?” Then he started moving towards me and said, “If you don’t keep
quite I’m going to beat you.” Then my father told me to keep quite.
Meanwhile our landlord’s house at the back was already on fire but we didn’t know, but we
started seeing a lot of smoke. Then the man left us and went away. Then we saw some soldiers
and were happy that soldiers came to the area so nothing was going to happen. We didn’t know
they were fake soldiers. But later, they entered one man’s house called, Sani Banki (because he
used to work in a Bank but it was being said he was sacked for embezzlement). Anyway, when
we saw the soldiers we ran inside the house but by the time we came out again we didn’t see
them. But, we saw Sani Banki packing his family into his car and driving off. Then some
motorcyclists (achaba) who normally park in his compound started hacking down one Igbo
man’s shop and set fire to his car. Some men told them to stop but they continued.
That’s when me and my sisters decided to escape through the back exit of our compound, but
my father still wasn’t willing to leave. But, when got to the backyard we saw our landlord’s
house on fire and realised the smoke was coming from there. So, we went back and told my
father and advised that we should all leave the house. When we were going, we saw one Hausa
boy from our neighbourhood holding a cutlass. Then we begged him not to hurt our father ; he
said he was not going to touch him because he is a kind man so we escaped to the main road
and saw mobile police there. We told them what was happening but they just shouted at us and
said they could not go inside there because we are the ones fighting ourselves. So, we left and
ran to dog-training barracks nearby.
By the time we came back the following day all our properties were destroyed. Now, me and my
sisters are squatting in my auntie’s house along Bukuru Express Road. My father is staying at my
uncle’s house in Rayfield.
4. BECKY AOR a Tiv woman from Benue State living along Bukuru Express Road
The night of Monday, 18th – Tuesday, 19th January 2010, I was awakened from sleep around
12.30am by gunshots. By the time I got up, I heard a lot of noise and gunshots all around the
house. All of us occupants of the house gathered together in one of the apartments and from
there kept peeping through the windows to see what was going on outside. We could faintly see
people running here and there, shooting, and calling out to one another. This continued until
about 2.30 am when police arrived. Through the windows we could see their vehicles moving up
and down. This made the troublemakers to run away and the noise died down.
Dan Lar, my colleague at work, picked me up later in the morning around 8.30am in front of my
house, M28, Express Road, near Gyero Junction, Bukuru, to go for a meeting in GRA. But by the
time we got to Dadin Kowa, we got a call telling us to go back to our houses because there was
trouble in town. So, we went back. Everything appeared calm. But, shortly after, the children
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came to tell me that people were packing ad moving out of their houses – the houses behind our
house. The people are Moslems. Meanwhile, across the road in front of the house, people
started gathering - mainly youth (boys and girls). By afternoon, we started seeing smoke around
Gyero Road. Then the people that gathered across the road opposite our house also ran to the
other side. It was then the houses behind us too started burning. Through the windows we could
see people with containers of fuel, pouring it on doors, windows and setting them ablaze. We
could also see few people running across the road. Shooting and burning could be seen
progressing towards the market area. By evening we were almost choking in our building
because of smoke. Therefore, when we saw some mobile policemen right in front of our house,
we all ran down and across the road because I learnt that there were no Moslems on that side
of the road. We passed the night in somebody’s house.
From across we could watch what was happening on the opposite side. All the shooting and
burning was going on in the full view of the police and they made no attempt whatsoever to
stop anybody. They just kept moving up and down on the main road without even going inside
where most of the damage was being done. By late evening, we saw army vehicles driving into
town (Jos). None stopped and it was the following morning before we saw them around.
By Wednesday morning and all through the day, people were running back and forth, packing
whatever they could to where they felt was safer. We however, because of the presence of the
soldiers we went back to our house and slept. One remarkable thing was that right from
Tuesday afternoon to Thursday, 21st now, the shooting and burning kept progressing inwards,
even with the presence of the soldiers. They didn’t seem to go where the action was taking
place. And throughout we kept hearing Mallams chanting “Allah Akbar” following behind the
shooting and burning. Others could still go to their mosques around three (3) or (4) am and
chant their prayers.
Throughout that Thursday people could be seen packing their property. Even from the burnt
houses behind people were packing whatever was left. Moslems too kept coming, being
escorted by people in army uniform. At a point when I peeped out through the window, I saw
some boys talking and pointing towards our direction. Then not too long after that, one of my
neighbours ran to my own apartment shouting that she saw someone climbing over our fence
from behind with a container of fuel in hand. So, we shouted and screamed and some people
ran there. By the time I ran to the back window to confirm I saw some soldiers there arresting
some boys with their hands raised to the sky. We then ran downstairs and across the road. Later
one of my neighbours was taking his family to Bukuru Low Cost so we followed him and he took
us to a colleague’s house. We passed the night there and the following day Friday, 22nd our
International Director came and took us to his house.
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5. REV. CHUWANG DAVOU of Rahwol Kanang community, Bukuru
On Monday morning, being January 18th, 2010, as early as 12:30 am, I was woken up by
distress calls from Christian faithful in the Bukuru metropolis. The callers expressed their distress
as a result of the usual Muslim Sallah prayer at an unusually odd hour of the night. This threw
the Jos-South community into pandemonium as it prolonged till the early hours of the fateful
morning. Such odd (Sallah) calls, as noted by victims of previous religious crises and mayhem,
have taken unsuspecting and innocent people unawares. By daytime, we had received sufficient
tragic calls from our fellow Christian brethren and kindred within the Jos-North coverage and so,
it further solidified our glaring suspicion about the ongoing threat. In the morning of 19th
January, being Tuesday, before the imposition of the curfew, we woke up to see flames and
smoke at strategic areas of the immediate community and Bukuru town; meanwhile, the
community was already tensed up as no one slept throughout the night while the residents kept
vigil to prevent any external aggression on their neighbourhood. Panic and insecurity increased.
Christian victims within those ravished areas began to make phone calls, communicating how
helplessly defenceless they were as they suffered from gunshot wounds and massacres. As an
elderly person within my immediate neighbourhood, I summoned the courage to address them
in order to get everyone focused as we observed the Muslims approaching with firearms while
some were looting and setting houses on fire on the other side of the street. As helpless and
defenceless as we were, without also security operatives, we courageously proceeded to the
road just near my house. Without any warning, two Muslim men from a nearby house attacked
us with firearms. This sudden appearance on open target dispersed everyone as we all fled and
sought to take cover behind fences, trenches and homes. One of the armed men pointed his gun
at me, and shot twice while I swiftly escaped and jumped over the fence of a nearby compound.
From then, though too late, we realized that we were caught up in a war at their mercy for we
were totally defenceless. We also knew that only the Almighty God could deliver us from such
bloodthirsty men. Within the interval of two hours or so, my neighbourhood was in flames as
the mobilized and angry fighters targeted strategic homes, Christian fellowship centres and
church buildings in a full-blown mayhem. Shortly, we sighted an armoured tank drive through
Kasali Street, a popular Muslim –dominated street in the Rahwol-Kanang environ, where
Muslims had burnt Christian houses and slaughtered innocent Christians. Two of our notable
Pastors died as a result of the fatal gun wounds they sustained, an EYN (Ekklisiyar Yan’uwa a
Nigeria) Pastor, and a 200- level student-Pastor of the Theological College of Northern Nigeria
(TCNN). As at the time of this report, over 26 Christians had fallen victim to the mayhem and
were rushed to different hospitals for emergency treatment.
May I unequivocally state that this mayhem is a well-planned terrorist attack on the people of
the Plateau, the entire Christian community as well as other non-Muslims alongside the business
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centres of the Igbos, Yorubas and other ethnics groups. May I solicit that the government-ofthe-day immediately deploys uncompromised security operatives for the protection of our lives
and property.
In conclusion, the lateness in the arrival of true and legal security operatives at critical times of
such attacks has caused so many of us great losses in my immediate neighbourhood and in the
nation as a whole.
6. MR. NASH, Ward Head of Anglo Jos , Kambe and a Civil Servant
I was on duty at work on Monday when my wife
phoned me that they have relocated to Low Cost
and that somebody had phoned her that my
dispensary had been set ablaze. The dispensary was
looted before it was set ablaze. Due to the nature of
my job I remained in the hospital for four days.
When I come to view at that has happened I saw
almost the whole town was ablaze.
The worth of what was destroyed was about half a
million naira excluding the drugs but this may cover
some of the medical equipments I have. I will be
glad if the government see to helping me get my dispensary back.
7. The story of ASP GARBA RACHA, retired police officer after 35 years of service recounted
by Ms. Joe
ASP Garba Racha, rtd., hails from Miango Bassa L.G.A of Jos Plateau State. He was a resident of
Rukuba road i.e. (Angwan Jumma). Garba was on his way to Angwan Rukuba after church
service to condole his uncle who last his son on 7th January 2010. He was attacked by a mob of
Muslims at Filling-Ball area of Nasarawa in Jos metropolis. He was stabbed from his lower chest
area to his lower abdomen and left for dead. Sympathizers rushed him to Jankwano Hospital
here he finally gave up the ghost at about 7pm on that 17th January 2010, Sunday. He was
buried Monday 18th January at about 4pm at Kampala burial ground Rukuba road. He is
survived by his wife and four (4) children, two boys and two girls.
8. Mr. SUNDAY SAMBO TONGKIT resident of Abattoir New Layout, Jos
When the crisis started after hearing it the Christians and Muslims in my neighbourhood met
and agreed that nothing will happen in our area. We even cook and serve the Muslims. So after
that in as short time the crisis that engulf Abattoir was heard and the Muslims therefore started
burning Christian homes in Dogon-Karfe. We asked some of their elders to stop their boys from
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doing this but none of them answered us. Rather they were saying we should take it the way it
happens, so they started burning the Christian houses and so we left.
My eight (8) bedroom house was totally burnt except the toilet, which was not attached to the
house. From the beginning I told my family to clear away from the area while I remain observing
what was happening. How it happens was that the Muslims have petrol and diesel in their
mosque that they start sharing to their boys from the two drums of diesel and two drums of
petrol, which was kept in the mosque. So, when they called, ‘Allah u Akbar’ all the Muslim boys
gathered at the mosque and they started sharing it. But, the Christians have nothing to say
apart from the evil burning on us, no life was lost except our properties. And I am indeed
thankful to God for my miraculous escape being the last Christian to leave the area alive.
Moreover, I heard the Muslims grumbling that their leaders said they will give them weapons
but they did not and now the Christians have escaped. I see this as the will of God for our
escape.
9. MRS MARTHA, Anglo Jos
I grew up in Anglo Jos, my father’s house was burnt down. This house was here since 1937,
which belongs to the Gold and Base
Mining Company. We have been
here for all those good years. Since
we have been here I have never
experience anything like this, I am
so surprise. The only thing I want to
thank God for is that all my sisters
and brothers left before the burnt
the house. You can see that the try
to break into the house because
they always loot before they set it
on fire. Knowing the actual worth
of the destruction will require the
attention of all leaving in the
house. I can say that important valuables were lost including credentials but I cannot give the
exact worth of what was lost for now. It is quite surprising for me to see that the toys and mats
that I use in the Sunday school classes for children was not burnt and this is only what was
recovered from the burnt house.
We are not secure at all here. The government should do something about this. I commend the
government but we need securities here in Anglo Jos who will be permanent even having a
police post here is ok.
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10. MR. JACOB MORRIS OBIDA, a footballer formerly with Yobe dessert
I am a footballer with Yobe Dessert but I have been
home for about two seasons now looking for a team by
God’s grace. Pertaining the issue of the crisis, which
started in town we were told about it, even on Monday
we went to field to train and even on Tuesday we were
at the football field when our coach was called to dismiss
us that trouble is escalating to different places because
our area is somehow catching fire.
I rushed and came home; my mom wasn’t home with my
younger ones. I called my mom and she told me she is at
the market because she is a businesswoman. My mom is a widow and I am the first son. We
have a seventeen-room compound in which we have tenants in our house. Then I saw the
Muslims with machetes, and other weapons. We as Christians assembled from a distance
watching them and suddenly the Muslims started shouting “Allah u Akbar” shouting and
removing knives and started attacking us the Christians this was how the battle started in my
context. Our seventeen-room apartment was burnt down and sadly including two Plateau State
Polytechnic students inside because the Muslims surrounded our house. We ourselves had to run
to a Christian dominated area for lives when the crisis heated up badly.
We depend on this house for our upkeep, my mom is a businesswoman, and we will be glad if
the government consider helping us in any way they can.
11. MR. ABBAS YAKUBU, Anglo Jos

In the morning we heard gun shots from neighbouring houses and so we came out and then saw
the Muslims with knives and guns busy shooting. And we were asking what is wrong and what is
happening? Suddenly we saw our houses on fire. There and then they started pursuing us. My
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head was macheted by the Muslims while I was trying to save my neighbour. They attacked and
burnt down our properties. My advice to the government is that they should provide security for
us here so that our lives will be secure; so that we can have rest of mind here in this
neighbourhood.
12. MR. MAHMOUD MOHAMMED, a Muslim in one of the refugee camps
He stated that, “We are not fighting the Christians; we are fighting with the Governor for not
treating us equally”. He further explained that the Governor had a plan to attack the Muslim
community claiming the Christians wrote, ‘Thank you Governor Jang’ on their walls, which to
them implies that the Christians are happy for accomplishing the Governor’s mission.
13. REPORT BY VICTORIA EYAH, SISTER TO MR SAMUEL ANI, an Igbo businessman residing in
Bukuru-Jos before his gruesome murder by a group of Muslim men
On Sunday the 17th January 2010, there was tension in Bukuru due to the rumour of crisis in Jos
but later things calmed down. On Monday at 12.30 a.m, Muslims called for prayer, which made
many Christians afraid, at that time, some families ran out of the area but many could not run
away. The call of “Allah u Akbar” and “Jihad” was so strong and made many of them to run for
safety. But for Mr. Samuel Ani and his three sons they were not lucky. Mr. Samuel Ani and his
wife Helen, who before this unfortunate incident were living in their private home with a poultry
on the ground floor, ran upstairs to see why the commotion. They saw Muslim men with knives,
cutlasses and other weapons they could not identify. So, they stayed indoors until the next day.
The morning of Tuesday was quiet until about 10am when they noticed people running. It was
then they realized that Muslim gangs were burning and killing people. As a family they all ran
out but discovered that the junction in and out of Gyero Road was blocked by the Muslims. Not
knowing what to do, their neighbour a Muslim called them into his home and told them to hide
under the beds in his home, which they did. After about three hours another group of Muslim
men came and forced the owner of the house to bring out the Christians he was harbouring in
his house.
He resisted but Helen Ani, Samuel’s wife, heard them shouting in Hausa that they must be
brought out. The neighbour helping them did not have a choice but to bring out the Ani family
members. It was at that time their home was being torched. As soon as they came out the men
took Samuel Ani and his three sons and asked Helen and her six daughters to start running. That
was the last time she saw them.
A friend to one of her sons who resides in Warri called one of the son’s phone and a man
answered that the owner of this phone has just being killed. Not understanding what was going
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on, he called another friend and asked him to try to confirm through the same number, which he
did. Samuel Ani and his three sons have not been heard of again. Helen is in a state of deep
mental trauma and friends and relatives fear leaving her alone.

14. Report submitted by ALI RENG MADUNGBERI on the attack and destruction of our home
and properties in Bukuru town on 20th January 2010
I hereby submit the report on behalf of our family, the Ali Reng Madungberi whose house and
properties were destroyed on 20/01/2010 during the crisis in Bukuru town, Jos South Local
Government Area. The home is suited in No. 4 Balashawari Street Bukuru opposite the Bukuru
town Mobil filling station. It is the only Mobil station in the heart of the town. The house is the
only Christian home in Balashawai street in Bukuru. The home is a decking house therefore, the
Muslims decided to use explosives to bring the structure down. It was after the inhabitants of
the house fled for refuge in other places that the Muslims took advantage of that, thereby
laying explosives to destroy the building and set it on fire. The home was bought by our late
father who was a driver with the former Native Authority in Bukuru. We have lived in that
house for 30 years. The inhabitants of the house were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Japheth Ali Reng
Shem Ali Reng
Baba Adamu Reng
Mrs. Rose Ali Reng

•
•
•
•

Joel Ali Reng
Duru Ali Reng
Datok Ali Reng
Ugogyem Ali Reng

We wish a remedy would be given to salvage us from this wanton destruction please.
15. MR. MARSHAL, resident of Anglo Jos explains what happened on 19th of January 2010:
It all started when the Muslims in the community approached one of the prominent elders, Baba
Ali Daben, under the guise of wanting to resolve their issues, then they killed him and started to
attack the Christians with guns and sophisticated weapons. At the arrival of the policemen and
soldiers, Christians were chased with teargas and gunshots, which resulted in the killing of
several Christian youth. Both the Muslims and the security personnel looted the homes of
Christians before setting them ablaze. A secondary source (COCIN Press Address) states that:
“Baba Ali Daben, a retired Police Officer, was brutalized and killed right inside his house”
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16. JAFF LADAN GYANG CHOJI, Ward head of natives of Bisichi, a village in the outskirt of Jos
The crisis had already begun in Jos and the imposition of a 24 hours curfew by government. On
Tuesday 19th January 2010, I quickly went to the Assistant Superintendent of Police in charge of
Bisichi to summon for a meeting between the Muslims and Christians community leaders in the
area, so that we should not allow the crisis to spread to our peaceful community.
We all agreed in that meeting to peaceful co-existence and arrived at that on Tuesday at
2:00pm. We then went on to communicate same to our subjects. Unfortunately, not knowing
the mindset of our neighbouring Muslims we only saw later our houses in flames, set by the
Muslims and with their guns, shooting at our people who were running to safety.
Over 150 of our houses were burnt down including my own. We recorded three (3) deaths,
including my mother who died as a result of shock of the news of the crisis. Others sustained
injuries from gunshots and machetes and are still receiving treatment in Hospitals.

Views of
Bisichi
Village
Head’s house
burnt down

17. BABA LUKMAN and ALHAJI YARO, both of Dutse Uku, Jos. Their stories were recounted in
a telephone interview with Mr. Ola.
Baba Lukman is a Yoruba Muslim of Ogbomosho residing near Great Commission in Dutse Uku.
There were rumours in the neighbourhood that fake soldiers were on the rampage shooting
guns. So, he decided to flee the area to safety with his family. He ran took refuge near Mr Ola’s
house but later returned to his street where he found the Hausa mob had broken his windscreen
parked beside his house. After a while, they saw Hausa boys advancing, some carrying sticks
other with guns. Baba Lukman was able to escape with his family. Alhaji Yaro, Dutse Uku, also a
Yoruba Muslim from Oshogbo had his house burnt to ashes with all its contents by Hausa
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Muslims. He, his wife and three (3) children managed to escape through the backyard. Now,
they are squatting with a friend in Yan Trailer.

c. When Security is Insecure
The testimony of Mr. Marshal above links to the accounts below regarding the role played by
those entrusted with the responsibility of safeguarding lives and property. Interviewees detail
traumatic experiences in the hands of security personnel, particularly soldiers and fake soldiers.
1. MANCHIT GABRIEL’s experience at Plateau Hospital, and Nasarawa in Jos
On the 19th of January 2010, at about 10:45a.m, one of my members was shot at Anglo-Jos by
the military at Rukuba cantonment. He was rushed to my home and I took him to Plateau
Hospital for treatment. As we were waiting, a Hilux van came in with four (4) persons in it; one
was a military man in uniform by name Abdullah Mohammed, another was a MOPOL by name
Joseph and the other two were in casual clothes. One claimed to be an immigration officer. They
also brought an injured person from Dogon Karfe and dropped him on the floor. We rushed to
the scene to the person that was brought in and as the injured man lay down in the pool of his
blood, Abdullah Mohammed, the one who claimed to be military, continuously stepped on the
man and said repeatedly, “You are lucky, you would have been dead by now”,
This drew a lot of concern as the nurses came to pick him up and carried him to the emergency
room. The Hilux turned around to drive away as Abdullah sighted a boy who had been shot in
his left eye from Congo-Russia and he said (in his local dialect, Hausa), “Are you not from CongoRussia, wallahi, we will finish all of you, you are Indian hemp smokers, we have dealt with you
guys, you will never return to Russia again. You infidels, you will see!” Then I asked the boy if he
knew the man and the boy said yes, that it was him and one Mohammed who is also a Muslim
Soldier that killed their people and burned down their houses. I then told the driver of the van
that they wouldn’t be allowed to leave until Mohammed was dropped to identify himself
properly.
The people begged, but I insisted that he must identify himself by bringing his military identity
card. I took my phone and called the police headquarters and the OCCIB responded immediately
by himself and four (4) of his personnel came immediately to our aid. I also called the DPO
Anglo-Jos; he also came to Plateau Hospital before the police arrived. We locked the gate of the
hospital but the Hilux tried to escape through the mortuary site as Mohammed jumped over the
fence. We pursued him and caught up with him, just as the police CID arrived. Mohammed was
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arrested and taken to the state CID, disarming him. He was brought before the OCCID who
handed him over to the 2IC-CID. He was asked if he was originally posted to Dogon-karee and he
said, “No”. He was also asked to produce his identity card, which he didn’t have. The magazine
was removed from his riffle and the bullets taken out; there were 29 rounds of ammunition in
his gun. Because he was in army uniforms, the GOC was contacted who sent a military police
Colonel, who also came in the company of five (5) other Muslim soldiers. They took over from
the police CID claiming they were taking him back to Rukuba barracks. One of the military men
who came to sign and pick up Mohammed asked me if I was a Christian and I said yes, I’m a
pastor, and then he slapped me in the presence of the policemen. I asked why he did that and
didn’t get a reply, so I walked up to him and retaliated, I told him he could shoot me if he liked
and I didn’t care, I know the military is divided, the Muslims against the Christians.
Before then, on Monday the 18th, we had a similar incident with the GOC in charge of the third
Armoured Division. He came to Nasarawa where the crisis began and ordered his army
personnel to shoot at sight anyone who dared defy him, which they did. Three (3) people were
killed at his orders in my presence. From there, he went to ECWA Nasarawa; we followed him,
where he forcefully entered the church, laid a search and went away with about three (3) boys
whom we have not seen up until today. He wanted to do the same thing to COCIN Nasarawa
when then Reverend in charge and the church members told him he would not be granted
access into the church until he searched the mosque across the road from them. He gave his
soldiers the order to shoot in the air to scare the people, but it was to no avail.
2. DAVOU KIM RWANG resident of Bukuru
It was on Tuesday 19th January 2010 when we were all in our homes
in the family house at Bukuru near the Express Road. By 9 am the
Hausa/Fulani Moslem neighbours numbering over 30 with dangerous
weapons guns, machetes started parading themselves on the streets
chanting “Allah u Akbar.” The unsuspecting Christian indigenes
began to flee their homes for safety across the expressway when at
about 11 am a military armour tank came around. The Christians
thought they had found help but the story turns out to be different.
The military guys asked them to stay across the road while allowing
the Moslems to loot and burn down their houses. They were fake
soldiers who were camping with a Hausa/Fulani Butcher named Mai Yale in Bukuru.
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3. LUNGFA SUNDAY MAIKARFI, ICT Officer for Missions Supporters League residing at
Angwan Juma, Abattoir, Giring Ward, Jos
On Wednesday 20th January 2010, around 3pm six (6)
soldiers invaded a home around abattoir area in Jos
and whisked away seven Christian young men,
including my brother, Nanzing Sunday Maikarfi. They
were taken to Bauchi road (a Muslim majority area in
Jos, where they were beaten mercilessly and then later
dropped at the CID headquarters). The young men
awaiting a so-called trial. One of the soldiers wore a
laird-an Islamic armband charm. These soldiers shot at
the door and broke windows louvers before gaining
access to the house to arrest these Christians young
men. The bullet fired is an 1.8mm ammunition with
Bullet retrieved from gun
number 811-80. It was at around 3pm on Wednesday,
th
20 January 2010 that about six soldiers entered our neighbourhood, as if in an ambush and
shot the door lock of Mrs. Fibi Gyang’s house, and then arrested some boys who took solace in
her house. The names of the boys they arrested are:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Nanzing Sunday Maikarfi
Wuyinna Francis Firluk
Wertoka Joseph Bala
Songtak Sunday (Friend to Wertoka)
Kingsley Suwa Simon
Dadi David Pam
Lucky Aforesa

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Some other Christian youth
arrested in Angwan Juma are:
Paul Gyang
Angut Abaya
John
Stephen

In the morning of Thursday, 21st January 2010, we were having our morning devotion when my father
received a phone call in the bedroom from a Police Officer in the State CID Office who told him that my
brother is in the police custody at the Police State CID Headquarters, Joseph Gomwalk Way, Jos. He told
me that my son pleaded with him to call his father, who works with Plateau Radio Television Corporation
(PRTVC), to notify him of his whereabouts. My father was able to check the Police State CID on his way to
work and confirmed his presence there. The boys are still in detention as at today 24th January. We just

want the world to know the injustice being perpetrated by Muslims cabal in Nigeria. The world
needs to know and hear the true story of Jos Crisis of 17th-19th January 2010.
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4. MR. F. FIRLUK, MR. BALA GOWEN YILJI and MR. B YELKWENNA three of the boys
fathers also went to see them at the CID headquarters and corroborated Lungfa’s
story:
Mr. Firluk said, “We were able to go to the Police State CID on Thursday, 21st January 2010 in
our quest to confirm the whereabouts of our boys who were arrested the day before. At the
State CID, we were able to give the boys food we took for them. And then, I was privileged to
talk with Kingsley Suwa Simon who told me that after their arrest by the soldiers they were
taken to Bauchi Road Station (a predominantly Muslim area of town) and were tortured by the
soldiers before taking them to the State CID.” According to Mr. Bala Gowen Yilji, “Actually when
we heard that our children were arrested from inside the house we were deeply troubled. So
when we receive the information that they are at the State CID we were able to go and visit
them to provide lunch for them. On getting there, we had a brief chat with them and we could
see them in pains. We truly believe that they have gone through pains when they told us on how
they were mishandled and tortured at Bauchi Road. They are now suffering in pains. We were
asked to be around our house but the securities government provided for us ended up breaking
into our homes to arrest our children, this is unfair. Moreover, one of our wives was cooking
outside when the soldiers threatened to throw the food away and asked her to go inside. This is
very much uncalled for because of the way the securities exhibited this bias we are therefore
calling on Government to see to our genuine and unbiased security in our neighbourhood. We
tend to prefer Mobile Police to keep watch over our neighbourhood because of this evil
committed to us by those soldiers.”
5. MRS. FIBI GYANG wife of the owner of the house located behind Angwan Juma, Abattoir
Market, where the arrests in above story took place corroborated by MRS. COMFORT YUSUF
(her neighbour)

I was at home when the soldiers entered our neighbourhood at about 3pm on Wednesday, 20th
January 2010. On their arrival people had to run into their homes to be indoors while some of
my neighbours who are youth came into my house to wait till after their departure. But to my
surprise I had the soldiers knocking and banging on my door, shouting open the door. I pleaded
from the inside that why do you want to come into my house? They kept insisting and when
ahead to shut my door removing the key lock and the door refused to open while the kept
banging and till date the door can’t be opened. As they pressed on I had to open the back door
for them and when they came in, they arrested the six boys inside my house while one of them
checked inside my ceiling through my kitchen.
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First, it was four soldiers who arrived and then two soldiers later joined them making a total of
six soldiers. While trying to arrest them I pleaded with them that these are my neighbours
children you don’t need to arrest them they live around here, it’s just because of your sudden
presence that made them to rush into my house, but they insisted and arrested them and took
them away. After their departure with the boys, I was able to retrieve the bullet that perforated
my door key lock.
Mrs. Comfort Yusuf, a neighbour of Mrs. F. Gyang, found
a ‘laya’, an Islamic charm used for protection that fell off
the wrist of one of the ‘soldiers’ in the commotion. She
watched the incident from her window and testifies
thus: As the soldiers met me outside, they asked me to go
inside my house and I did. While inside my house I heard
them shouting open the door while my neighbour, Mrs. F.
Gyang, pleaded with them saying, “Please now, please
now,” but they gave no attention to her plea. I had to peep
from my window when I saw one of the soldiers lift his gun
and the ‘laya’ fell off his hand and he didn’t notice. I
watched keenly at the laya till after their departure then
I was able to go and picked it.

Laya that fell off the ‘soldier’s’ wrist

6. MR. SATI GAIUS, Angwan Juma
Mr. S. Gaius miraculously escaped the attack in which two soldiers chased him and he had to run out
of his house across to the other side of the neighbourhood. He testified thus: On Wednesday 20th
January, I was sitting on a stool in front of my house when one of the soldiers saw me and signalled his
colleague to come over. When I saw them running towards me, I was afraid because of rumours of
indiscriminate shooting by security forces, so I ran into my house. But, they followed me into my house
and I had to run out through my backyard and escaped across the mountains. I even sustained some
bruises in the course of escape from these soldiers attack on me. And, it was after their failed attack on
me that the two soldiers went ahead to join the others to arrest the boys.

7. MR. PIUS GYANG, of Guralo-Gyang
We were at home when two soldiers came around on Wednesday 20th January, 2010 into our
area searching house to house. They checked some of our neighbours’ house. They came into
our family compound and entered my elder brother’s room, named Paul Gyang, and three other
boys namely:
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1. Angut Solomon Abaya
2. Stephen
3. John
I narrowly escaped because I ran into my mother’s room while I watched from her window
helplessly when my brothers were beaten and taken away by the soldiers. By what the soldiers
did we are now suspecting them as our enemies. The truth is because they came aiming at and
shooting people. We thank God that our brother Bitrus barely escaped one of their bullet shot at
him which left a mark on the wall.
My brothers were innocently arrested at home and I will be glad that they are released instead
of suffering unjustly. By the act of the soldiers whom I now suspect or see them as our enemies
who committed this evil arrest.
8. MR. BITRUS GYANG PWAJOK of Guralo-Gyang
I was at home in my family house at Guralo-Gyang (Angwan Juma’a) when I saw soldiers
arguing with my father – saying that he was an ex-army training the boys and he said no,
because he was a retired Civil Servant from Ministry of Solid Minerals. After the argument, the
soldiers forced themselves into our family house. I had to run to my neighbours house as I
watched them taking my brother, Paul Gyang and others, I wanted to come out when one of the
soldiers shot the gun at me, luckily I escaped but the bullet left a mark on the wall.
The attitude and actions of the soldiers was evil. I don’t see any reason for their shooting at me
and arresting my brothers. Completely, I say this is evil because I would have been shot dead or
injured by their bullet. I suggest that the boys arrested be released because they were arrested
without any offence.
9. POLYCARP INUSA DAZE of Mupunn, Pankshin LGC resident at New Layout, Bwandang
Bukuru
I was running out of my house toward COCIN Church Bwandang
where I met with five military men in a white Hilux between
New Layout and Bwandang. The soldiers began to shoot at
people killing and wounding others. I met a colleague along the
road and we ran into an uncompleted building where my
colleague was shot to death by one of the military men. The
reason why we run out of their homes was that the
Hausa/Fulani Moslems who had grouped in their numbers
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began throwing petrol bombs into our houses so it was unsafe for us to stay in the houses. We
ran out for our lives and in the process met the military people.
I was hiding in one of the rooms in the building when suddenly my cell phone rang and one of
the soldiers heard the phone ringing. He ran towards me and on sighting me attempted to shoot
but the trigger couldn’t release the bullet. I raised my hands in surrender and a different soldier
from outside the house shot me on my palm through the window. The soldier who shot me took
me to the Air Force Hospital while the other one who attempted to gun me down ran away. In
this whole process I lost my dual SIM cell phone with these two numbers: 08065486421 and
08056888230. This happened between two and three pm on Tuesday 19th January 2010, the day
that the 24 hours curfew was imposed on Jos and Bukuru Metropolis.
10. MR. ELISHA HARRY DABO, Rock Haven
On the 19th January 2010 at about 7:40 am as I was preparing to go to my office, I started
hearing some kind of noise but was not too sure what it was. Shortly, I came out to see what it
was and I saw people running helter shelter without any clear information on what was going
on. It then dawned on me that it could be the Muslims attacking the neighbourhood because we
were told they had earlier attacked a church at Nasarawa, Jos on Sunday 17th January. As I was
going back inside my gate some men in the neighbourhood called me and other able men in my
compound to move out to the main road so we could defend our neighbourhood so that the
Hausa Muslims would not come and slaughter us in our houses. When we got to the main
junction linking Rock Haven and Zaria road, I heard the Muslim Hausas chanting, “Laila ilahila,
Allah u Akbar” inside the abandoned stadium which is just across the road opposite our
direction. The shouts were so terrifying that the entire able-bodied young men as well as the old
and women had to come out trying to prevent them from penetrating our area.
Meanwhile, as we were gathered in fear at the junction armless without any weapon, the Hausa
Muslims across were fully armed with guns threatening to come and fight us. There and then
the soldiers appeared from nowhere and started shooting our boys, three boys were shot. Two
were shot one on the leg and the other on the arm or chest (not too sure where exactly) and the
third boy was shot right in the stomach at which he died at the spot and the other two
wounded. Right before our eyes, these wicked soldiers shot these innocent boys, carried them
into their vehicle, and zoomed off. As they were shooting, we all ran for our dear lives but I
stopped and watched them from afar carrying the boys they shot into their vehicle. But our boys
were shouting NO! NO!! Wicked soldiers leave them alone!!! They just carried out their
assignment and left us in pains. While on the other side where the Muslims were congregated
the soldiers just pretended, they did not notice anything until they left. It was shortly after the
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incident that a Police vehicle arrived with joint forces, soldiers and policemen in uniforms that
came and calmed the situation. Then some of them sighted the Muslims across and they drove
their vehicle towards them and scared them away.
The amazing and shocking thing I do not understand is why a soldier would shoot an innocent
citizen just like an animal without any concrete reason. When have soldiers become so biased in
carrying out their assignments? Instead of calming the situation and protecting innocent people,
they resorted to violence and sentiment. The trauma on me is so much. I am disappointed in the
Nigerian Army. I am afraid that if something is, not done urgently, Nigeria will never be the
same again.
That same day, friends in other parts of Jos city called me and narrated their own story how
these same soldiers dealt with people in their areas. That some were going from house to house
during the 24hours curfew to kill the Christians – indigenes and non-indigenes and non-Hausas
as well and burning their houses and shops. The Jos crisis this January 2010 has left many in the
city of Jos with the phobia for soldiers; because one is no longer sure of the kind of security
agents that are doing the protecting.

11. JOSEPH OBAJE SUNNY, A HOUSE CARETAKER
Last Tuesday early morning we heard like a
rumour that our Muslim brothers are planning
something in the Mosque and that they called
their prayers in the early hours of 12am on
Tuesday and all of us were alert. We saw them
going to the Mosque one by one at around 2 am
and by day break there was high tension all
around. Later on during the day we heard that
Abattoir was on fire and we were cautioned to be
on alert. Then we saw some of the Muslims
moving towards a pastor’s house throwing
stones and they set one of my neighbour’s houses on fire but we rushed and quenched the fire.
And we told them that we are not out nor ready for any fight but they started stoning us and
chasing us with cutlasses. Rather than allow them destroy all our properties we tried to take our
revenge immediately, retaliating and then the soldiers and police arrived.
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Shortly the soldiers arrived and then the Nigerian Police. But to our greatest surprise instead for
the police to defend us with the soldiers they started pursuing us with teargas while allowing
the Muslims behind who were busy looting and burning our houses. Instead of them protecting
us they were protecting them. Police chased us with teargas while the Muslims entered our
homes looted and burnt down our properties. And this was a great surprise to us. And now so
many things and a lot of things are gone money, my computers, electronics just to mention a
few because my office is also located here and now all have been burnt to ashes. Well I don’t
know what to do than to tell government to be highly sensitive to such things.
There are people who need not to be in this state they should look into that thing. People from
Niger are all over this area and we are surprised and we have been laying complaints that they
need to vacate this area but government don’t listen to us. And now see the damages Anglo Jos!
Anglo Jos is another world again. It is more of a museum, people coming in to see what
happened in Anglo Jos, people climbing stones to see what really happen in Anglo Jos. But we
thank God we are all alive because we were able to escape from this compound.
What the military did in Anglo Jos seriously was terrible. I can’t imagine a Nigerian Military man
going into a house open the door and shooting people to the extent of killing somebody and
some are in hospitals currently. And this was done by the Nigerian Military and this is very –
very bad. This shows that we are not secure in this country. And maybe they are creating chance
for us to become rebels I don’t know but God forbid we are not praying for that. All we pray for,
the next good government of this nation. Thank God for government; Governor Jang has tried
his best and we pray that more will be done. But as far as I am concerned this morning our boy
was shot again in Anglo Jos on his shoulder and by Nigerian military. So what we want as far as
I am concerned, we no longer want military here in Anglo Jos to take care of us. I believe we can
take care of ourselves, thank God for everything.
At the moment I am squatting with a friend of mine and I am not finding it easy already because
I used to where I used to stay and I am not the kind person that loves to squat with people. I love
being alone because of having my quiet time and reflection but now I no longer have such. I am
just squatting for a while for now while searching for a place to put up. And my sisters’ are now
squatting with somebody, an elder in my own church.
I am a designer, a printer and also I do write. Most of my write-ups including the poems and
plays written down were destroyed. About N520, 000.00 was also burnt in my room I don’t
know maybe they took it. I didn’t take it because we were taken unawares and even my
credentials were also burnt.
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12. MR. OLA ONI, A YORUBA MAN FROM KOGI STATE
I am from Kogi state and happened to settle in
Jos and my parents have lived here for a long
time as I can remember. I am victim of the crisis
in Jos and I reside in Anglo Jos. I just wake up to
discover there was hostility up and down. As to
the cause of it I tried to go further to make
enquiries to know what was really going on. I
was fortunate to be caught up at the peak of the
fight where the Muslim brothers were really
angry and which I know was conceived since
2001 and they have been on our neck for evil and
this place was spared by God’s grace for such a long time, some years ago almost 10 years. But I
know that there have been rumours of plotting attacks on us by the Muslims.
And with what I have seen, seeing them with sophisticated weapons and as I look at it in
comparison to what I saw Nigerian soldiers use I don’t think the Nigerian Army has it. What can
I do to protect myself without anything? I had to run. So the first thing I had to do was to run
back and picked my widowed mother and we fled together. I went and find a place for her,
anywhere I thought of that was secure on the other side. I went and kept her there. As the fight
was going on our Muslim brothers were busy burning things and when I came back our house
was ok but after a while I returned to discover half our house was destroyed by fire. To my
greatest surprise an eye witnessed told me that it was my Muslim neighbour that set the house
ablaze. He succeeded in burning half of the house and they also spread my room with fuel and
set it on fire but the miracle was that the fire was as if the fire was selective on what it wanted
to burn even though they fuelled the room.
It is very unfortunate and I am amazed even my neighbour whom I helped few days [ago] I think
3 days before the crisis would be the one to come and set my house on fire with this evil
intentions towards me because I am a Christian brother. This is truly unfortunate. I was able to
rescue some of my stuffs or valuables and I can’t pick all the remaining because where I am
squatting is a very small apartment and can’t take all my left over belongings, so all that are still
remaining are there by God’s grace and I don’t know what will happen next. I will say that truly
it is very disheartening, one wonders truly whether the government of this country is on the side
of the protection, security. I don’t know how safe our lives are because we discovered that there
were some militaries that we expected them to be our security but by the end of the day so
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many of my friends were being wounded and shot. Some I even later find out now that they are
late.
So it is really disheartening to know that somebody that you trusted that will be a security to
your life that ended up, in short, supporting the opposing side. I am not comfortable and I think
the Nigerian Army really needs to check into that. And I will say that thumbs up for my fellow
brothers, us [we] that stood on our feet to defend our lives. More of our efforts came from our
own efforts. So I will say that truly the government of this country needs to work hard in beefing
up the security if not so, I will still say that we still have problem of security in this country. I will
still say that the fact is that Muslims need to come to realisation that God has a reason and a
purpose for creating us. And they need to know that we own our lives they don’t own our lives.
They can’t dictate our lives. This country belongs to all of us, and they need to know that no
man is an island. So we should come together and work as Nigerians, let’s identify ourselves as
Nigerians.
All that we lost, especially the burnt part of our house, belongs to my elder brother including
mine worth about N700, 000.00 including my stuff stolen and being destroyed. I am squatting
somewhere which is not that comfortable and I thank God for my host’s concern and hospitality.
I am still looking for a better place to put up.
13. IBRAHIM CHOJI DUSU, Mai Angwa (Village Head) of Chuwelnyap (Congo Russia) an
area predominantly inhabited by Plateau indigenes
My name is Mai Angwa Ibrahim Choji Dusu from Chuwelnyap popularly known as Congo Russia.
The crisis that happened here in 2010 January
17 ever since we have been coming in contact
with people saying that there are weapons
that are going to come into the State from
Sudan, Niger and other places. First, we
thought it was just a mere threat in order to
frighten our people. It was on the 17th after
our church service we heard that there was
something that was happening at Nasarawa
behind St. Michael Church. We were afraid
and became security conscious. But before we
realized, here at Angwan Keke and
Mabulbula we heard people chanting, “Allah

Cross-section of homes burnt in Congo Russia
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u Akbar” and some gunshots. There is a boy named Daniel Nuhu Dung, a mechanic that took his
customer’s car for carwash at the junction. He was the first person that came back to us with
stains of blood. On asking, he said that while looking for the person that washed cars, he was
attacked by three Hausa boys holding sticks with nails on them, which they used to hit him on
the shoulder. Not long after we started seeing
smoke around St. Michael and around Dogon
Dutse. On Monday we thought that everything
has been brought back to normal so we relaxed.
Then, on Tuesday morning at about 6:30 we
started hearing people chanting “Allah u
Akbar”. Before we could come out from our
homes, everywhere was in flames. It was
around 9:30 that we learnt that COCIN Church,
Dogon Dutse was burnt down. Before the crisis
Destroyed Buildings in Congo Russia
got to that level we, the Christians and the Mai
Angwa (village head), had a meeting with the Muslims saying that in case the crisis starts from
our areas, we should try and stop it before it gets far. Later we saw COCIN Church, Dogon Dutse
on fire and a Catholic Church S.S Peters. Later events proved that they, the Muslims, didn’t keep
to their promise.
Around 9:00a.m there were some military personnel that came in a land rover belonging to one
Alhaji Laushi. I am sorry I don’t have the plate number of the car. There was an army officer
leading another six (6) men his name is Mohammed. He was one of those deployed to protect
the area, when they came in a truck they told us all to go back home and stay in, we obediently
went in before we realized it, with the aid of these seven military personnel the Hausas were
able to burn almost all of our houses. We are very sure that it was the military that aided the
hoodlums to burn our homes. We thank God because we saw his hand at work we would have
been killed. It was later on the Governor arranged for the dispatch of armoured tanks to protect
us. We thank the governor. We don’t have anything to protect ourselves that’s why they were
able to destroy our community. There are a lot of our youth who have been arrested, most of
whom were either running from being killed or helping to put out fire on people’s homes, and
my son is one of them of those who have been arrested and taken to Abuja and over 200 youth
have been arrested. And we wonder, if the crises happened here in Jos, why the trial in Abuja?
Why are they not being tried in Jos? I believe the crises in Jos is neither religious nor political, I
believe there is someone behind whatever that is happening and during the past crises. Names
have been mentioned. These people should be brought to book.
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14. MR. JAMES GAMUGAALLAH a Buji man from Bassa LGA of Plateau State
When the crisis started we were asked to return to
our various homes and remain calm, but on Tuesday
the day that the government declared 24 hours
curfew at around 10:00 a.m a group of Muslim
youths came to attack us in our area around Baptist
Church, Nasarawa Gwong. We saw soldiers coming
in front of them while the Muslims were following
behind hence the soldiers were leading them. Then
we retreated to hide ourselves not knowing one the
Muslim youth hid inside a bathroom with a gun and
shot the two of us – I was shot on my left leg with a
bullet, while the other person Mr. Sunday was shot with three bullets on his head, cheeks, and
hand. He is recovering now.
The soldiers were pursuing us while the Muslim youths were busy advancing, burning our
houses. Then one of the soldiers shot one of us named Azi Itse on his leg and they arrested him
and took him away. Until now he is nowhere to be found. His people have checked for him at
Rukuba barracks, hospitals and Police CID Headquarters.
15. Report submitted by CHURCH SECRETARY of ECWA Church, Jarawa
On Tuesday 19th January 2010, the GOC came behind St. Michael Catholic Church. We the
people around that area were relieved by his coming and calm thinking positively that he would
control the situation until he turned the other side to reveal his true colours by seeing Muslims
killing Christians in his presence and yet did not say a word. We now understood from all
indications that the GOC was behind the Muslims with the following reasons:
1. The GOC came with two (2) Armour Tanks and stationed within the Muslims area while
they were burning and demolishing Christian houses, but he could not say a word or take
any action.
2. The GOC advanced and blocked Christians alongside with his soldiers but allowed
Muslims to burn houses and demolish houses behind him.
3. One of the armoured tanks was behind the Muslims backing them despite the
destruction and burning of houses, but the GOC did not say anything nor take any action.
4. Three Christians were shot in the presence of the GOC yet he did not say anything.
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16. PASTOR ROTGAK Z. BUPUTWADA of Angwan Doki, Bukuru
To God be the glory, this is the summary of what took place during the recent Jos religious crisis
that broke out in Angwan Doki, Bukuru Jos South LGA, on the 19th January 2010. Angwan Doki, a
peaceful area in Jos South LGC, has a long record of peaceful coexistence between Christians
and Muslims. It is on record that the area has never experienced any crisis. The last crisis which
set the city of Jos under high tension and some parts ablaze on the 17tth January 2010, did not
tough Bukuru and its environs until when we heard Muslims calling for prayer through a
loudspeaker in Bukuru between around midnight on Tuesday the 19th January 2010. That night
rumours had it that the Muslims were planning to attack, so word went round immediately.
There was a security patrol team shooting in the air, at the same time the Air force military jet
patrolling from the air.
The morning of that fateful day, the area was still calm even though tensed up. As a pastor, I
have the responsibility of being a go-between for the Christians and Muslims. In the meeting, it
was agreed that we would not fight each other. Then suddenly we saw a thick smoke in Bukuru
area but we were determined to live in peace come what may, but the atmosphere was already
charged with fear and uncertainty of what would happen next. In an instant, we saw the Muslim
youths carrying dangerous weapons like machetes, swords, spears etc., threatening to start the
fight saying, “To hell with peace process in Angwan Doki.” As a Pastor, my house was their main
target because it is situated where they are more in number. But before we could say, “Jack
Robinson”, we saw a Christian’s compound on fire and that was all, the whole area was thrown
into chaos. It took the special grace of God for my family to escape to a nearby police barracks
through the help of Berom boys. However, some Christians were not lucky to escape the Muslim
bullets.
The heat was on, houses were on fire, the sound of gunshots were everywhere, but there were
no security men on ground to calm the situation. We were shocked to see the kind of
ammunition the Muslims had in Angwan Doki, they had AK47’s, PAG’s (Pump Action Gun) even
sub-machine guns. The Muslims kept shooting for four hours non-stop, the Mobile Police that
came could not over power them because we learned that they were fake men who are actually
professionals in a Mobile Police uniform.
When the Mobile Police left some security operative came in their mufti shooting in the air to
calm the situation but could not stop the Muslims from shooting due to the heavy arms they
have. After an hour, a group of men wearing military uniforms in a truck with their anti-riot van
began shooting randomly instead of shooting at the fleeing crowd instead of shooting in the air
to disperse troublemakers. Two Berom boys were killed in that shootout. In the midst of the
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chaos, while we were at the Barracks which was not far from our house, we saw heavy smoke
from the houses that were raised down by fire. This included our own house. But, surprisingly,
the Imam’s house (JNI chairman of Jos South) Alhaji Imam Tukur my next door neighbour was
not raised down. But thank God we were able to escape alive. But, I want to note that we were
primary targets because I am a Pastor and my wife a Fulani Muslim convert.

d. Reprisal Attacks on Muslims
The violent attacks described above and numerous others like them that occurred in various
parts of Jos and Bukuru soon spread to neighbouring villages. The examples below describe
some of what took place in Kuru Jentar, Kuru Karama, Sabon Gida Kanar, Kaduna/Vom (K/Vom)
and Gyero.
1. DR. NANTOK reports on what happened in Kuru Jentar. He provides a brief history of
the village and the trajectory of violence in Appendix II

During the last November 2008 crisis, nothing happened, there was only a lot of tension in the
village. However, on Tuesday, 19th January 2010, the crisis started around 10:30 am. The
situation was tense as reports of crisis in Bukuru town filled the village. The community called
for a meeting comprising the Christian and Muslim leaders and the police in a bid to maintain
peace. However, there was later an influx of alien Muslim militants into the village who started
attacking and killing Christians. They also burned houses belonging to both Christians and
Muslims. Initially, in the panic it appeared that almost all the inhabitants of the village were
running for their lives. But, during the crisis, Muslims looted and burnt down all the shops in the
town.
The Task Force set by the Plateau State Government came to evacuate the corpses on Thursday
21th January, 2010. Later that evening, the JIBWS came with an armoured tank in a procession
with pressmen into the village and left with two more corpses. The next morning, three
armoured tanks entered the village, found some Christians and assaulted one of the youth. Later
that evening, yet another procession came with an armoured tank, pressmen, JNI and some
prominent Muslims in the community to undertake a “mass burial” of corpses in a well. It was
later discovered that the event was aired by Aljazeera station the next day. One Abdullahi Wase
was shown making false claims about the crisis. When Aljazeera came with Abdullahi Wase, the
evacuation committee and the delegation of JIBWS had already evacuated the corpses. Where
then did they get the 28 corpses they buried in the well? The 150 people reported to have been
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murdered is a stage-managed mere propaganda. The actual number of people killed, which
included Christians and Muslims, can only be confirmed by the Task Force set up for the
evacuation of corpses by the Plateau State Government.
Since after the crisis, Muslims have been coming with soldiers escorting them to the village
under the claim that they are packing their properties but often times end up stealing the
properties of both Christians and Muslims. They have also insulted and made threats of further
attacks against the Christians to their faces, some even called on phone lines to make their
threats thereby promoting a climate of intimidation and fear.
2. CHUWANG on Sabon Gida Kanar
The people in the village heard about Bukuru Crisis and decided to meet as a community to
make peace and this was agreed between both the Christians and the Muslims that there would
be no ‘yaki’ (war). But, later on there was one man named Haruna who started moving some of
the women and children out of the area using his motor bike and he was doing this going back
and forth, moving the women with children. Because of this the indigenes asked him, ‘What’s
the matter? Is there a problem? But, he said “ba komi” (no problem) but his movements raised
suspicion so the men in the village raised alarm. Because of what had happened in Bukuru they
decided to launch an attack to stop whatever the Muslims might be planning to do rather than
wait for them to come and kill them with their wives and children and destroy their properties as
they had done in other places. Later, they found two (2) pistol guns with Haruna. After that they
went to his house and found a machine gun in his house. From this point they confirmed the evil
intention of the Muslims. Why did he have pistols on him!? Moreover, why did he have a
machine gun in his house? This is how the war or crisis started in this area for the first time
because in all the crisis in the state this place has been peaceful void of any trouble.

3. MAKLIK NYAM, Kuru Karama a village mostly populated by Muslims is off the road on
the way to Abuja
What triggered the fight in Kuru Karama when they brought three dead bodies to Riyom on
Monday 18th January for burial. The bodies had been severely bruised with machetes. The sight
of the bodies incited a great outcry among the women who began screaming and crying. The
men in Riyom had been on high alert owing to news of what had happened in Jos and the
experience of the village during 2001 crisis when Fulanis attacked them in the night killing
several people. This time around they did not want to take chances, so the youth decided to
take revenge. The village elders tried to calm them down to no avail. On Tuesday 19th January, a
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group of boys from Riyom and one or two other surrounding villages attacked Kuru Karama.
They burnt down the houses in the village overpowering and killing some of the men who put up
a defence.
The interviewer sought to know how many people were killed based on international media
reports that 28 bodies had been found. The interviewer responded, “How many people are in
the village that you will find 28 bodies?” There is also no well in the village as people fetch
water from the stream.
4. MALLAM SANUSI, a Muslim resident in Kaduna Vom
The attack on Kaduna Vom was from people from villages behind our village, that is Chaha and
Kogom. Although I was not in the area when it happened because I travelled out I got a call
from my landlord’s daughter, a Muslim, telling me what was happening and not to come back.
She was calling me from the Police Station where she fled with her other family members. She
told me how youth from Chaha and Kogom had climbed up the hills overlooking the village
preparing to launch an attack on the Muslims in the village. They burnt my landlord’s house
containing my own belongings as well. Later when I returned a Christian Igbo lady who is a
colleague of mine at work drove me in her car and helped me retrieve some of my things. I was
also told of the experience of another Berom lady who is a Muslim and lives with her mother
and other family members. Their house was burnt down to ashes; they ran to National
Veterinary Research Institute nearby then later to Kaduna. My Land lord’s daughter later left to
go to Kano. Another man named Umar had his house burnt down too.
Sanusi now squats with a friend in another part of town.
5. DUNG a resident of GYERO
It started in Nasarawa Jos on Sunday 17th sending the waves of tension across the state
especially the environs of the Tin city. Gyero remained relatively calm the following day Monday
18th, up to Tuesday midday when news came that Bukuru was on fire; following the sounds of
gun shots and ‘kiran Sallah’ (Muslim prayer) mid night of Monday night in Bukuru which is
about 5km from Gyero. The people in Gyero met on Monday and resolved at a peaceful
coexistence as it has been since the 1998 Gyero crisis. This meeting included both the Christian
and Muslim leaders and it gave a lot of confidence to the people across the religions and
cultures. However, by late afternoon of Tuesday, the Muslims exhibited panic and uneasiness
and started packing their properties into safety and moving their families to ‘Angwan Turawa’.
They even moved their vehicles. This state of pandemonium gave a lot of concern to the non44
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Muslims as it was contrary to the early agreement coupled with the fact that only a handful of
Muslims joined to watch the vigil the previous night with the non- Muslims.
One of the Muslim youths, named Rabo, came in the night of Tuesday to inform the nonMuslims in Gyero that those of them in Angwan Turawa are expecting a back up for an attack
on Gyero. (The community had to hand him over to the law enforcement agents on Thursday
morning as most hands were pointing at him as the reason for the confusion.) Nevertheless,
people kept watch over the town throughout Tuesday night until Wednesday mid-morning when
some natives from other villages stormed the town and the unfortunate mayhem began. The
attackers that came from the Bukuru axis claimed that they could identify some Gyero Muslim
youths fighting in Bukuru the previous day. Meanwhile some of the Muslims ran to the Military
barracks in Rukuba and others to the premises of a Christian ministry that helped to hide them
and ensure their safe passage to Kano.

The eyewitness and survivor accounts above present a snapshot of the violent crisis that
occurred in Jos metropolis and environs between 17th and 20th January 2010. They represent a
mere tip of the iceberg in terms of the intensity of the brutality and the scale of wanton
destruction unleashed on hapless and helpless residents under the flimsy pretext of a building
project. These accounts provide ample proof that the Jos 2010 crisis was not a spur-of-themoment outbreak. Rather, all the evidence point to a calculated, networked strategy involving
plotters from within, and outside Plateau state who, as in previous crises, employed a
diversionary tactic as a smokescreen to violently expel non-Hausa residents from district areas
in order to make territorial gains.

C. Issues and Concerns
The greatest concern arising from the discussion and testimonies above relate to the tragic loss
of human life, whether Christian or Muslim, and the intense suffering inflicted on victims. The
wanton destruction of livelihoods and public/private property will cost government and
individuals billions of naira that should have been used for development purposes. The report
also raises a number of crucial issues and concerns that present serious challenges to durable
peace in Plateau State, the North as a geo-political region and the whole nation. Finally, it
underscores the urgent need to find long-lasting solutions that would guarantee peace and
security. The issues and concerns outlined below take account of the historical and structural
factors that created and continue to perpetuate the cycle of violent conflict in various parts of
Northern Nigeria, with specific reference to Plateau State.
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a. Underlying Causes and Factors
In addition to the immediate factors surrounding the Jos 2010 crisis recounted in this
report, there are certain underlying factors that warrant further emphasis:
1. Ethno-religious manipulation for political control – It is apparent that religious
and ethnic sentiments are being mobilized for a political agenda to destabilize
Plateau State. The politicization of religion and ethnicity is neither new nor
peculiar to Plateau State but has historical antecedents that date back to precolonial and colonial times. Where any ethno-religious group perceives itself as
the rightful custodian of power and authority and discountenances the need to
promote cultural diversity in a pluralistic society such as ours, it poses a serious
threat to peace and security.
2. Dysfunctional federal system – In a bid to promote national integration Nigeria
has a federalist structure that espouses the principle of Federal Character as
enshrined in the Constitution. However, our implementation of federalism has a
number of implementation gaps that make conflict inevitable:
i. Indigeneship and citizenship – What does it mean to be a citizen? And,
what should be the rights of citizens in any part of the country regardless
of where they come from? If citizenship should be by residency, as rightly
proposed in electoral reform submissions, then this principle must apply
without prejudice in all parts of the country [and not ONLY in Plateau
State]. In addition, citizenship should not operate in a manner to deny
indigenous people’s right to cultural, religious or ethnic identity. It must
work in a way that fosters unity in diversity through mutual respect for
each other and a true adherence to the right to freedom of worship as
stated in the Constitution. This is not the case in some parts of Nigeria.
Unfortunately, Hausa residents in Jos North have sought to use religion
and ethnicity as divisive forces to create tension, conflict and instability in
Plateau State. Yet, they, more than any other non-indigenous ethnic
group in the state have enjoyed political representation. Over the years,
many prominent Hausa Muslims have benefitted from political
appointments at state and federal level, up to the present administration.
Consider, for instance, the information in Table 1 in Appendix III.
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ii. Federal control of security apparatus: In an ideal situation, centralized
control of security should promote neutrality and impartiality in the
provision of security and other public needs nationwide. Over the years,
sectarian interests have flouted this ideal through the hijacking of federal
machinery. In the case of the recent attack on Plateau State, sections of
the Nigerian military carried out a politically motivated Islamic terrorist
agenda against unsuspecting people who had no means of defence or
escape [as indicated above from the personal testimonies]. With the
centralized chain of command over security personnel infiltrated, the
violence easily spiralled out of control and the Plateau State government
was left with little room to manoeuvre in seeking to secure the lives and
property of residents. Thus, attempts to blame Governor Jonah Jang, and
the state government for failures that lay appositely at the feet of a
compromised security network and those who spawned it, are mere
diversions to conceal the facts from public scrutiny.
3. Interconnected levels of terrorist activity – On the pages of national and
international media, the Hausas are claiming that this is purely a political
struggle against Plateau State government alone. This is misleading. If theirs is a
political grievance against the government of Plateau State, why the wanton
unleashing of violence and destruction on churches and on the lives of nonHausa residents amidst chants of Allah u Akbar? Why have there been threats of
violence and extermination uttered by Hausa residents, fake soldiers and military
personnel as attested to by several eyewitnesses?
If the Hausas claim to be fighting government policies of discrimination, why are
they not doing so alongside the Urhobos, Yorubas, Igbos and other ethnic groups
in Jos all of whom have had their lives and livelihoods destroyed as victims of
vicious attacks? On the contrary, all the testimonies and accounts demonstrate
that the Hausa political contestation is part of a global Islamic extremist agenda.
The protagonists of this agenda are to be distinguished from the many well
meaning and peace loving Muslims in various parts of the country, and the state,
who are committed to peaceful coexistence and national progress. The
extremists are well aware of the strategic place of Nigeria in the West African
and African sub-/region and its import as a launch pad to the rest of the
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continent. As a matter of urgency, the entire nation and international
community must pay serious attention to this threat and its implications for
national, regional and sub-regional peace and security. This point is buttressed
by The Punch 02/02/10 headline in which Al-Qaeda offers to train and equip
Nigerian Muslims to fight perceived enemies in the country! (See pp. 1 and 7).
The Plateau connection in this Islamic extremist agenda dates back to the
previous times in our national history. As the late Shehu of Borno once said,
“Wahala Jos ba na yau ba ne, tun lokacin Sardauna ne”. (The travails of Jos are
not a thing of today but since the time of Sardauna.) Plateau State is the NorthMiddle Belt Bridge in terms of religion and culture being a Christian enclave in
that part of the country. Since the 2001 crisis, the Hausas have intensified
threats and plans to overrun the State in private discussions and provocative
public marches in the Jos city centre, chanting slogans such as, “Plateau State sai
musuluminci!” (Plateau State, only Islam). Such confrontational utterances
constitute a great source of worry and concern to other residents on the Plateau.
b. Unconstitutional Tactics in Conflict Resolution
In any democracy, there are lawful and constitutional mechanisms for the resolution of
grievance and for the pursuit of political interests. These are set up precisely to promote
law, order and peace and prevent the unilateral and wilful use of force. Consequently, the
flagrant abuse of the rule of law as depicted by the sheer scale of wanton destruction in this
recent crisis points to the following:
1. Premeditated and planned violence: Certain events indicate that the January 2010
violence was no spontaneous or sporadic outburst. This is evident from the
following:
i. Inflammatory and aggressive posture: Chants like Allah u Akbar and arna by
workers at the unauthorized building site in Jarawa, and the quick recourse
to attacking the ECWA church, point to a planned and coordinated plot to
unleash terror. The reconstruction project on a small plot using hundreds of
men was merely a trigger. Certainly, the act of inscribing on a Church wall
was an act of aggression and dishonour. How come there were guns in Alhaji
Karbiru Mohammed’s building site, if it was merely a building project?
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ii. Use of Arms by civilians and men in uniform: Hausa militants were fully
armed with sophisticated weapons. Where did they get this weaponry?
When and how was it smuggled into the State? Where were they stockpiled?
What were the distribution channels among the various Hausa communities?
These are questions of grave concern and import.
iii.

Muslim call to ‘prayer’ during curfew: Hausa communities in certain parts of
the city made rallying calls to ‘prayer’ at odd hours (around 12 midnight)
after which they launched attacks, despite the imposition of curfew by
legally constituted authorities.

iv. Distorted Media Reporting: The Hausas had well established links with
international and national media, which they rapidly used to publish
misleading and distorted information about the crisis. BBC and Al Jazeera
reporters carried stories on Kuru Jentar and Kuru Karama claiming 150
bodies were found, some pulled out of wells. A Daily Trust reporter (Ahmed
Mohammed) reported that the Acting Police Commissioner in Jos refuted
the figures. The report stated, “Mr Aduba confirmed that people were
actually dumped in wells but the figure was inaccurate.” He estimated the
fatalities at approximately 30 (Daily Trust, 29/01/10: p.7). This does not
minimize the tragedy of these events for, as stated below (2(a) (v), a single
death is one too many and recourse to vengeful retaliatory attacks
contravenes the rule of law. Notwithstanding, unless the factual sequence
and intricate nuances of events are set out clearly, misrepresentation
makes out the aggressor to be the aggrieved and vice versa.
v. Recourse to Retaliatory Attacks by Indigenes: The reprisal attacks launched
by indigenous youth in villages surrounding Jos on Muslims were mostly acts
of self-defence and resistance. This widespread trend of citizens taking the
law into their own hands to deal with grievances prolongs the cycle of
violence, as it makes peace even more difficult to achieve. Furthermore, it
undermines the credibility of our law enforcement and judicial system in the
eyes of the international community.
vi. Deployment of Muslim security personnel: The conduct of the GOC, MajGeneral Saleh Maina, a Muslim, is highly questionable, unprofessional and
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unconstitutional. The testimonies of abuse, assault and of aiding and
abetting criminal behaviour violate the lofty code of ethics of the Nigerian
military. The deployment of a Muslim commander to oversee security
operations further set the context for bias. It is noteworthy that under the
present Chief of Army Staff, General Danbazzau, five (5) of the (6) GOCs are
Muslims. And, this is taking place in a federal system in which the principle of
fair and equal representation, at all levels of the polity is enshrined in the
Constitution!
2. Coercive use of Federal might: Well-connected Muslim public office holders
facilitated the well-orchestrated strategy of launching an attack on Plateau State
through the wrongful use of office. Consider the following:
i.

Selective protection: Military trucks and personnel were seen evacuating or
escorting Hausa Muslims out of parts of Jos while non-Hausa residents were
left to make their own escape out of areas under attack, notably Nasarawa
Gwom, Yan Trailer, Congo Russia, Angwa Dalyop, Anglo Jos and Bisichi,
among others. It is also true that several Muslims fled to refugee camps.
Most of them did so for fear of retaliatory attacks from indigenes and other
non-indigenes whose lives, properties and livelihoods had been destroyed in
the initial attacks by Muslims. Several were able to escape with the
assistance of Christian neighbours, as in the case of Muslims in Gyero.

ii. Double standard in the censorship of public officers: The case of the State
Commissioner of Police, Mr. Anyanting, is of import here. Owing to his report
about how Muslim men attacked an ECWA Church for which several had
been arrested, including five (5) in army uniform, efforts were made for his
removal. He has since been re-deployed. On the other hand, despite the
outcry of injustice made by Christians against the unprofessional conduct of
the GOC, leading to the injury and loss of lives and property of several
Christians, he remains at his duty post.
iii. Harassment and Victimization of Christians/Indigenes: One of the most
disheartening things about the conduct of federal authorities is the fact that
Christians and non-Hausas are being unduly victimized and harassed. As at
the time of writing this report several people had been physically assaulted
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and verbally abused without provocation. Consider the following text sent by
the General Manager of PRTV, Mr. Abraham Yiljap:
“Dear Sir, I want to inform you that I have been invited by the Police HQ
Abuja on Tuesday @ 10 am to answer charges bordering on CRIMINAL
CONSPIRACY, INCITING PUBLIC DISTURBANCE, ARMED WITH DANGEROUS
WEAPONS AND CULPABLE HOMICIDE IN THE CURRENT JOS CRISIS.
2. On Jan 21, armed soldiers molested three of my staff and threatened to
WASTE THEM should they see our crew on the road again. The Board
reacted to this;
3. On Jan 24, military police slapped our driver just for belonging to PRTV;
4. JAN 25-26, NBC threatened our station with restrictions, made us to carry
some info on air asking the aggrieved public to complain about our
broadcasts, removed our radio and TV transmission log books, accused us
of airing inciting news commentaries, not airing Muslim prayers.
We have remained unswerving in promoting peace. Now the police
invitation. This is for your info and prayers. Thank you.”
Further evidence of biased censorship of PRTV can be seen in the fact that in the wake
of the crisis the National Broadcasting Corporation suspended its Zonal Coordinator in
Jos, a Christian, and replaced him with a Muslim who immediately wrote a letter to
PRTV asking the station to explain about the trumpet sound it plays at noon. The station
has been playing this sound for decades as part of its unique cultural identity. Why is
this query coming now? Does NBC require other state-owned stations to explain their
cultural distinctive symbols?
c. The Local, National and International Media
The attempt to clamp down on local Plateau State media and harass journalists is quite
alarming and a direct breach of the constitutional right to freedom of the press. Most
alarming is the fact that other media houses’ staff members have not been subjected to
the same form of censorship for their incendiary reporting of the Jos crisis inciting
ethno-religious hatred. Indeed, the charges levelled against PRTV are the very ones that
out to be brought against all those who instigated, sponsored and perpetrated the
recent crisis. At the level of the national media, there has been a plethora of
contradictory reporting regarding the causes, nature and effects of the crisis. Many
stories were quickly aired without sufficient attempt to confirm their veracity and
reliability. The initial role of the international media in lopsided and misinformed
reporting on the crisis (e.g. Kuru Jentar) is quite unfortunate. We are glad that some
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efforts have been/ are being made to show some professionalism by ensuring a more
balanced approach.
d. Security Concerns
Governor Jonah Jang responded swiftly to arrest the initial outbreak of violence.
However, owing to the dubious role of security personnel, the widespread activities of
Muslim militants in army uniform and the threats of impending attacks, there is a deep
sense of concern over the safety of lives and property among the residents of Jos city
and environs. It is encouraging to note Vice-President Jonathan Goodluck’s deployment
of security personnel from other sections of the country and Armed Forces, notably the
Nigeria Navy and the Air Force in response to clear evidence of the compromised
behaviour of the Army command. However, evidence of the use of mercenaries from
neighbouring Niger Republic and Bauchi State (among others) to fight alongside Hausa
militants still leaves room for great concern. So does the fate of those youth who were
unjustifiably whisked off by security personnel, some to unknown destinations. In
addition, there is deep concern that the militants remain in possession of dangerous and
sophisticated weapons and may still choose to use them in future.
e. Due Process: Finding and Prosecuting the Culprits
A major matter of concern relates to the need to follow due process in all the integrity
and transparency it demands to ensure that all individuals and/or groups responsible for
inciting, perpetrating and sponsoring violence and instability in Plateau State are
apprehended and prosecuted according to the law. In view of the official silence on the
outcomes of past panels of investigation and the resultant White Papers, the issue of
due process and rightful prosecution cannot be over-emphasized.
It would be a travesty of justice and a violation of our national conscience if those who
have been wrongfully whisked away from their homes and residential/other areas are
made to be mere scapegoats in order to present a semblance of justice while the real
culprits are left to roam our streets with impunity. Furthermore, it is essential to stress
the fact that recourse to violent retaliation is a dangerous trend that obstructs
opportunity for reconciliation and healing as well as undermines democratic stability.
Those who suffer from the violence of others must have credible channels for redress.
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D. Suggestions and Recommendations – The suggestions and recommendations below
capture the main issues highlighted in this report.
a. Short-Term Measures to Guarantee Durable Peace
I.

The Federal Government at all levels should beef up the security apparatus of the entire
state by setting up an early warning system to forestall violent conflict and deploying
security personnel who are trained and equipped to use modern weaponry in law
enforcement tactics. Hotspots (e.g. Angwan Rogo, Congo Russia, Nasarawa Gwom and
Bauchi Road etc.) require 24hr patrol. This would instil confidence in residents and
businesses as well as guarantee the security of lives and investments.

II.

To further buttress State security, and to curb the threat of terrorist attacks,
Government should set up a state-of-the-art inter-agency anti-terrorist squad and
deploy units to various parts of Northern Nigeria.

III.

The State and Federal Governments should provide for the immediate and adequate
rehabilitation of internally displaced persons and other residents who suffered losses
during the last crisis. Special attention should be paid to widows and children.

IV.

To protect and promote human rights and ensure the rule of law the Federal/State
governments and civil society organisations should act in concert to provide legal aid,
wide publicity and other succour to public officers, public institutions (e.g. PRTV) and
ordinary citizens who are being unjustly victimized, harassed and kept in custody. All
suspects should be tried in Jos as the law stipulates.

V.

The State government and civil society should submit comprehensive factual reports to
the 15-member committee and monitor its progress to ensure its transparency and
sincerity of purpose. Knowledgeable professionals should be designated to provide
support to the committee for this purpose.

VI.

The Government should, without further delay, release the White Papers emanating
from the (1994) Justice Fiberisima and the (2002) Nikki Tobi Commissions, and
implement their recommendations.

VII.

The Federal Government should institute mechanisms to restore the core professional
ethic of a non-partisan Nigerian Military. The dire consequences of a military force split
along an ethno-religious divide are better imagined than witnessed, as the last Jos crisis
proves. This is a matter of utmost urgency.
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b. Lasting Solutions
I.

The State Government, under the 1978 Land Use Act, should immediately reclaim areas
that have become breeding grounds for terrorism and violence, caches for the
stockpiling of weapons, as well as ghetto districts, and convert them into city
development projects to provide non-ethnic determined residential estates, University
of Jos accommodation areas and modernized business premises. This will greatly
enhance security and open up opportunities for economic development. Such areas
include: Goto Lotmejei (Angwan Rogo), Chuwelnyap (Congo Russia), Nasarawa Gwom,
Bauchi Road, Ali Kazaure, Angwan Doki in Bukuru etc.

II.

The creation of Jos North LGA has been the source of contestation and crises. Therefore,
the local government should be dissolved or the boundaries re-drawn in a more
consultative process. The existence and status of the LGA should be revisited since its
present composition renders it a severe risk to peace and security. Since Jos city is a
veritable melting pot of ethnic nationalities, an interim power-sharing formula should
be worked out to ensure equitable ethno-religious representation of residents in the
area, with due regard for the rights of indigenes to ethnic identity and cultural
expression.

III.

Those who resort to violent means of resolving ‘seemingly’ political disputes must be
summarily apprehended and prosecuted as a deterrent to further outbreaks.
Perpetrators of violence and their sponsors should also be made to pay due
compensation to the victims of such attacks.

IV.

Government can no longer afford to turn a blind eye to the utterances and
written/video/audio propaganda of religious, political or ethnic leaders/opinion
moulders that incite sectarian hatred and violence in the citizenry. Such utterances and
propaganda must be criminalised and duly prosecuted. We hereby draw the attention of
the public and the authorities to an audio CD in circulation with a sermon, by a Muslim
cleric, titled: “Zo Mu Yi Yaki Mu Kashe Arna Plato.” (Come Let Us Make War and Kill the
Infidels in Plateau).

V.

Every serious and civilized country in our modern world has a clear record of the various
social categories within its population. Such categorizations whether by income,
ethnicity, religious affiliation, sex, age, disability, etc., constitute critical data for
development planning and public policy formulation. Therefore, it is imperative that the
Federal Government conducts a thorough census to reflect all social categorizations, in
order to cater to the development needs of Nigeria’s teeming population. In the case of
Jos North, a comprehensive demographic profile will provide a rational basis for
evidence-based political agendas and minimize the propensity for propaganda and
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speculation over population figures.10 It is noteworthy that the Hausa elite vehemently
resisted efforts by the Obasanjo administration to disaggregate census data by religion.

E. Conclusion
The perennial conflicts in Plateau State are not likely to end without lasting solutions to the
power struggle over Jos North. This report demonstrates the insidious role of mobilizing ethnic
and religious sentiments around a political agenda. The convergence of ethno-religious identity
and violent political struggle poses a severe security threat, not only to the peace and
socioeconomic development of Plateau State, but also to the entire nation. This underscores
the urgent need for transparent and honest dialogue among the various ethnic and faith
communities, as well as effective institutional mechanisms for rotational power sharing in Jos
North. In order, to engender democratic stability and durable peace in the State, it is essential
that the principles of truth, justice and equity are paramount in investigating the causes and
nature of the conflict and mapping out strategies for peace building.
In this regard, the speedy setting up of a 15-member Committee by the Vice-President is a
welcome development. However, the Citizen’s Monitoring Group (CMG) is concerned that
some members of the Committee have been named in past investigations as masterminds of
ethno-religious and political instability. The CMG calls for their replacement and suggests an
expansion of the Committee to include other non-indigenous ethnic groups on the Plateau
(besides the Hausas) who have a long history of illustrious and industrious contribution to the
State. The CMG and other civil society groups will keenly observe to see that the Committee
carries out its assignment in line with the principles of integrity and justice, for as the saying
goes, “If you want peace, don’t look for it; seek justice. For there can be no peace without it.”

10

The Federal Republic of Nigeria Official Gazette No.2 (Vol. 96, 02/02/2009) puts population of Plateau State at
3,206,531 million (Male: 1,598,998; Female: 1,607,533). A breakdown of the population in Jos is as follows: Jos
North – 437,217 (Male: 220,856; Female: 216,361); Jos South – 311,392 (Male: 157,067; Female: 154,325); Jos
East – 88,301 (Male: 44,980; Female: 43,321). The total population of Jos is 836,910.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I: Photo Gallery

A. SOME CHURCHES BURNT/ATTACKED BY MUSLIMS IN BUKURU
1. ECWA Church Bishara 1 Bukuru

2. Christ Apostolic Church

3. Church of God Mission

4. Christ Holy, Holy Victory Church
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B. VIEW OF CHRISTIAN POPULATED AREAS DESTROYED BY MUSLIMS IN BUKURU AND ANGLO JOS

Some
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C.

PICTURES OF A CHRISTIAN MECHANICS WORKSHOPS WITH VEHICLES BURNT DOWN
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D.

PICTURES OF CHRISTIANS SHOPS BURNT DOWN IN BUKURU CENTRAL MARKET
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E.

MUSLIMS TAKE OVER BUKURU MARKET RUINS & MOVE ABOUT FREELY
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F. KUGYIA MARKET IN BUKURU NOW LIES DESERTED

With the destruction
of their livelihoods and
prevailing insecurity in
Bukuru, Christians had
to move their market
to Gyel
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APPENDIX II
Brief History of Kuru Jentar
By Dr. Nantok, an Indigene
Kuru Jentar is located in Jos South Local Government Council, of plateau state. It is about 30
kilometres drive from Jos, the capital of Plateau State. It has about 300 registered voters. Two
British business partners by name Jenson and Tarbutt came into Nigeria in 1907 and established
a company called JENTAR, whose main purpose was to explore tin. They discovered the rich
reserve of tin along the streams of Gada Biyu in Jos. They established their Headquarters in Jos,
specifically the present day Bishop courts, which they sold to the Catholic Diocese of Jos. In the
1940’s, they [Jenson and Tarbutt] discovered a richer deposit of columbite in a village called
Gakok, which is the present day Kuru Jentar, named after the company these two gentlemen
had formed, somewhere south of Jos. They used the Berom natives to work for them where
they established the popular Number One Dam.
Prior to the Second World War, there was a high demand for columbite and tin which was used
in Europe to manufacture amour tanks, aeroplanes etc. Due to the high demand for these
minerals, there was a need to get more people to work in these mining fields. It was this search
that took them to places like Benue, Katsina, Warri and parts of Plateau state in order to
engage more labourers who would work to meet this demand [it used to be called Diban
Gomna]. From around 1947, there was in the population that was now known as Kuru Jentar.
For all intents and purposes, the name Jentar was derived from the company of these two
gentlemen. This humble village kept growing with the establishment of mining fields two, three,
four etc.
Kuru Jentar is a Multiethnic village with people drawn from Urhobo, Tiv, Tangale, Ngas,
Maghavul, Kanuri, Yoruba, Igbo, Nupe, Hausa and Berom tribes. After the boom in tin and
columbite, which declined in the early 1980’s, the amalgamated Tin Mines closed, and most
workers were laid off. This affected the population of Kuru Jentar, with many people leaving to
their villages while others who chose to remain took advantage of the water bodies that had
been formed from Tin mining, surrounding the village for irrigation farming. This turned out to
be a great source of livelihood for the inhabitants.
In the late 1980’s, the Kavitex industry took over the large store houses used to process and
store tin and columbite to process kaolin, gotten from the rich deposit of limestone. This
brought people from all over the country and expatriates, but this only lasted about 8 years.
Besides being a multi ethnic village, the population is divided between Christians, Muslims and
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others, even though the Muslims are currently in the majority. There are three mosques and
four churches.

Trajectory of Crises in Kuru Jentar
The current crisis can only be fully understood in light of previous crisis in the State. It actually
started in Jos, Plateau State on Friday 7 of September, 2001 and the Kuru Jentar community
leaders called for a meeting where a truce was reached between the Christian and Muslim
leaders that all should maintain peace. On Saturday, the villagers from surrounding villages
came to protect the lives of the Christians because they did not trust the Muslims. The
Christians, particularly the pastors of Evangelical Church of West Africa (ECWA) and Church of
Christ In Nigeria (COCIN) with a retired pastor intervened and pleaded with the villagers to
retreat to their homes as there would be no problems of any sort. On that Saturday night, a
vigilante group was constituted by the police station inspector with fifteen persons each from
both the Muslims and Christians, making thirty people to keep vigil in the town.
On Sunday after the church service, there was a rumour that the surrounding villages would
invade the town. The next thing, one Alhaji Hamza called Sallah (Muslim prayer) imploring
Muslims to come out for a Jihad and surprisingly to the Christians, the Muslims were well
armed with guns and ammunitions. The Christians had to run for their lives while the Muslims
started killing and burning Christians’ houses. Unfortunately, one of the Christians who had
kept vigil that Saturday was killed by the Muslims in Kuru Jentar. By the time soldiers came on
that fateful Sunday, most of the Christians had fled the village and the soldiers joined in looting
almost all the properties of the Christians. In fact, one Alhaji Danjuma Adamu Babadutse was
seen with a revolver shooting.
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APPENDIX III
TABLE 1: Political Positions Occupied by Hausa Residents in Plateau State
Political Appointments

Plateau State House of Assembly
National Assembly (House of Reps)

No. of
Hausa/
Muslims*
8
1
1
2
1
1
11
1
1

Ministerial Appointments

1

TOTAL

28

Jos North LGC
Plateau State Executive positions

Position

Councillors
Commissioner Mineral Development
Commissioner Water Resources
PLAISEC Members
Chairman Muslim Pilgrims Board
Secretary, Muslim Pilgrims Board
Special Assistants
Deputy Speaker
Member
Jos/
Bassa
Federal
Constituency
Minister of State for Information &
Communication till 2008

*No other non-indigenous ethnic group has such representation. In addition to the above, there are numerous indigenous
Muslims from Wase and Kanam LGA in government positions (Information extracted from, Development Research
document: Who is Dominating Who in Plateau?)

